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Introduction

The world of mergers and acquisitions will often appear intimidating to those

who encounter it infrequently. A proliferation of jargon, bulky documentation

and the sheer complexity of the issues conspire against a ready comprehen-

sion of the transaction.

One topic that almost invariably arises when companies and businesses are being

bought and sold is employment law; the transaction will have to be effected with

regard to its implications for the management of human resources. The fear of

redundancies, concern over employee rights and the prospects for employees

following the transfer are all issues of great concern for the employees of vendors

and purchasers alike. Where the target of the proposed transaction is a major

employer in the area, these concerns may become community-wide.

Sound HR management is essential to the welfare of any enterprise, engen-

dering goodwill, enhancing the working environment and reducing the

possibility of claims being brought against employers. It could be vital to the

purchaser’s prospects of unlocking the value in the company or business which

is the target of the acquisition. Unless employee cooperation can be secured

and motivation maintained, a smooth and successful transaction may be diffi-

cult to achieve. 

The challenge, therefore, for the employment lawyer and for the HR manager

is to achieve these HR management objectives within the context of the trans-

action, working as part of a larger team. The object of this report is to guide

those involved with the employment law and HR issues, particularly the in-house

lawyer and the HR manager, through those aspects of the transaction with which

they need to be concerned. It seeks to identify the key practical and legal issues,

to identify the documentation that needs to be drafted or reviewed by them

and to set their role in the context of the transaction as a whole. The dominant

perspective is that of the purchaser, given that it is the purchaser who tends

to make the running and who is exposed to the greatest risk in a transaction

of this nature.

This report seeks to identify the principal issues and explain common practice;

it does not aspire to be a comprehensive treatise on the law in this area, which

is increasingly complex, continually developing and full of pitfalls for the unwary.

That is best left to other more detailed works. In outlining the relevant legal

issues, however, the law is described as at 1st July 2006. Pensions law and
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practice, which might be expected to be of interest to lawyers and HR managers

in the context of M&A transactions, is considered a subject in its own right

outside the scope of this report and is dealt with only in passing. 

This second edition has been revised with particular regard to the changes in

the law introduced by the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment)

Regulations 2006 (S.I. 2006/246), which are abbreviated throughout to ‘TUPE’.

The Council Directive on the approximation of the laws of the Member States

relating to the safeguarding of employees’ rights in the event of transfers of under-

takings, businesses or parts of undertakings or businesses (2001/23/EC), is referred

to throughout as the Acquired Rights Directive.
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Chapter 1 
Overview: HR management issues
and acquisition strategy

What is ‘M&A’?

In referring to ‘M&A’, mergers and acquisitions, this report considers the employ-

ment law issues which arise on the transfer of a business or a body corporate

from one owner to another. Examples of M&A transactions include:

• The acquisition of shares in a public listed company.

• The privatisation of a state-owned business.

• A management buy-out.

• The sale of shares in a private company.

• A merger of two companies.

• Certain types of joint venture.

• The sale of a business, including the sale of a division of a company.

• An intra-group reorganisation.

In short, the subject matter of this report is the transfer of responsibility for the

employees who work in an enterprise upon the transfer of ownership of that

enterprise. All transactions must be considered in the light of their own partic-

ular facts, but it is nevertheless possible to address the subject of employee rights

in M&A transactions in general terms, largely because all such transactions may

be categorised either as share sales, where the ownership of the enterprise trans-

fers by reason of the transfer of shares in a corporate entity, or as asset sales,

where all or part of the economic components that make up the business of the

enterprise are sold. This basic distinction is dealt with in more detail at page 24

below. The key to understanding the legal implications of M&A transactions is

to classify each transaction into one category or the other.
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Employment law and HR management 
issues in context

Although issues relating to employment law and HR management will arise in

virtually all M&A transactions, their significance may be expected to vary consid-

erably from transaction to transaction. Consider, for example the following three

situations:

• A purchaser views the target business as being particularly attractive

because of its market share. Following the acquisition, the purchaser

proposes closing down certain manufacturing operations of the

target and plans to integrate these within the purchaser’s existing

manufacturing resources. An important part of the post-acquisition

strategy involves achieving economies of scale. Inevitably this will

involve laying off a significant proportion of the target’s workforce. 

In a transaction of this nature, the employees will be seen as a negative

factor in the equation – the purchaser is concerned principally with

assessing and minimising severance costs and associated liabilities.

Employment issues will not be a high priority. The purchase price should

be considered in the light of these latent liabilities.

• A purchaser is buying a target in which the employees are a major asset.

The sales force has strong customer links and there are technical

personnel who are the key to the target’s competitive advantage in the

market. 

In such circumstances employment issues may be the key to the

purchaser unlocking the value in the target and employment issues

will be seen in a positive light. Specific attention will be given to ensuring

that employees transfer to the purchaser, that they are incentivised

and that they are locked in to the target as far as possible. It may be

that the purchaser will seek to link the payment of part of the

consideration to the continued employment of key personnel and key

man insurance may be put in place.

• There will not infrequently be a significant overlap between the

workforce of the target and the community. The target may be a

substantial employer in an area and therefore the prospects for the

employees of the target following the acquisition may have a significant

bearing on the prospects of the community generally. For example,

wider community issues came to the fore in the acquisition by Nestlé

of Rowntrees. The future of Rowntrees in York became a political issue;
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employee relations issues widened to include public relations and

political lobbying. 

Attending to these employee/community relations issues can be the

key to a successful acquisition. Such issues can be a determining factor

in whether the transaction proceeds to completion. 

It can be seen from these examples that employment issues will often vary consid-

erably in significance. In any given case, there will probably be a mix of all three

of the situations outlined above, to a greater or lesser extent. It is clear that

the different circumstances outlined above are capable of giving rise to widely

differing priorities and it is essential that in each proposed acquisition an under-

standing of the context of the employment law issues is achieved at an early

stage. Not only does this aid in the approach to due diligence and the drafting

of documentation, which may be more focused as a result, it allows employ-

ment law and HR management issues to take their proper place within the basket

of factors that will need to be considered by the acquisition team when deter-

mining overall strategy and the structure of the transaction.

Putting the team together

M&A transactions are conducted by teams rather than by individuals. The size

of the team that will be assembled to handle an acquisition or a disposal will

vary from transaction to transaction. The team will consist of a mixture of manage-

ment and advisors, both internal and external. It may include some or all of the

following:

• Management – business development; treasury; incoming/outgoing

management of the target itself; HR; etc.

• Lawyers – corporate; employment; real estate; pensions; etc.

• Accountants – due diligence; tax; etc.

• Investment bankers and corporate finance advisors.

• PR Consultants.

The larger the team, the greater the need for teamwork, good organisation and

good communications within the team. For those responsible for employment

law and HR management issues, it is important that they understand their

position and role within the team and what is expected of them. It is impor-

tant to get reporting lines and channels of communication, incoming and

outgoing and within the team, firmly established at an early stage.
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The following practical suggestions should be borne in mind by those respon-

sible for employment law and HR management issues:

• Seek to become a member of the team as early as possible, in so far

as that is practicable. Clearly, the sooner that employment lawyers and

HR managers are brought on to the team, the earlier they will be able

to contribute to overall strategic thinking. As is made clear in the

previous section, it is important that the employment law and HR

management issues are put into context at the outset. Typically, there

will already be a team in place when employment lawyers and HR

managers become involved. Early involvement of employment lawyers

and HR managers, before the team is committed to a strategy, is

essential if options are to be left open and HR issues are to be managed

with flexibility.

• Ensure that clear lines of communication are established within the

team. It is important that all members of the team are kept informed

and that information received by one member of the team which is

generally relevant is disseminated to other members of the team. The

appropriate circulation lists need to be established and regular

briefings issued. It may well be the case that information needs to be

disseminated efficiently within the team whilst at the same time ensuring

that the information does not leak beyond the team. 

• Not only is effective information distribution important for management

purposes, there may be legal implications if this is not achieved. If

information has been received by one member of the team (for example,

if information is given by the HR manager of the vendor to the HR

manager of the purchaser), its receipt may be sufficient to establish

deemed knowledge of that information on the part of the purchaser

as a whole for certain legal purposes (such as to qualify the purchaser’s

liability under the warranties), notwithstanding that the member of

the team in receipt of the information may have failed to disseminate

the information to other members of the team. For that reason, it is

particularly important that there is tight management of disclosure

information – see chapter 2.

• Clear reporting lines should be established within the team at the outset.

• The generation of documents must be organised, with clear

responsibility for drafting and reviewing each individual document.

Those handling employment law and HR management issues will be

responsible for the generation of certain documentation (such as

correspondence with employee representatives); other documentation
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will have an employment aspect but will be the responsibility of another

member of the team (such as the sale and purchase agreement) and

production of the document will require coordination and teamwork.

• Establishing direct contact with counterparts on the other side of the

transaction is likely to be helpful. For example, the HR management

team of the purchaser will have principal responsibility for HR issues

– information on this topic could be collected most effectively from

the HR managers of the target. However, this process cannot operate

entirely independently; in particular, the disclosure of information by

this process must be closely controlled.

• Clear lines of communication and demarcation of responsibility

between internal personnel and external advisors should be established

at the outset.

The efficient operation of the team is likely to be of considerable importance

in the transaction as a whole. Those responsible for employment law and HR

management must ensure that they participate fully in the working of the team.

Documentation

In order for those responsible for employment law and HR management issues

to make an effective contribution, it is necessary that they have a general under-

standing of the documentation required in the transaction as a whole. This may

be summarised in the following diagram:
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The document at the centre of the transaction is the sale and purchase agree-

ment, which will govern all aspects of the transaction. A draft of this document

may or may not be preceded by heads of agreement, an outline summary of

the transaction that has been agreed, which are ordinarily drafted so that, for

the most part, they are non-binding. A disclosure letter will be prepared in

conjunction with the disclosure of documents by the vendor to the purchaser.

In the sale and purchase agreement the purchaser will seek warranties

regarding the nature and condition of the target. The disclosure of documents

and other information contained in the disclosure letter will qualify the extent

of those warranties.

Preliminary talks
between parties

Information
request

DisclosuresAncillary documents
eg. service

agreements;
restrictive covenants

Disclosure
letter

Heads of
agreement

Sale and
purchase agreement

Negotiation

Signing

Completion
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In addition to these central documents, other documents of more specific relevance

may need to be drafted; for example, new service agreements may be required

for senior executives; restrictive covenants may need to be drafted; documents

may need to be generated in order to disclose information to employee repre-

sentatives; statements may be required to reflect changes to terms and

conditions of employment.

Employment lawyers and HR managers will be concerned, therefore, with two

distinct sets of documentation:

• It will be necessary to contribute to documents generated by others,

such as those relating to the employment aspects of the sale and

purchase agreement, in which there will be clauses specifically

relating to employees and clauses of a general nature which will have

an impact on employment issues.

• There will be documents to draft for which the employment lawyer

and the HR manager will have principal responsibility, such as

documents relating to the supply of information to employee

representatives.

The documents which will be of relevance to those responsible for employment

law and HR management issues are examined in detail in chapter 7.

It is important that employment law and HR management issues are addressed

at the earliest opportunity. For example, a position may be taken on such impor-

tant questions as whether TUPE will apply (for an overview of TUPE’s

implications see chapter 4) as early as the first draft of a set of heads of agree-

ment. Employment law and HR management input must be considered at that

stage; otherwise the scope for changing course at a later stage may already

have been significantly limited.
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Chapter 2
Understanding the target

Generating information

It is for the purchaser to ask such questions of the vendor as the purchaser

thinks appropriate against a background of caveat emptor: buyer beware. It

is common practice for the purchaser to satisfy himself as to the nature and

condition of the target on the strength of information collected by the

purchaser from a variety of sources, including that disclosed by the vendor,

and on the basis of warranties and indemnities given by the vendor.

From the moment when the purchaser first forms an interest in the target, he

is gradually building up a picture of the target. All the time he is seeking to

form a view as to whether to make a purchase and, if so, on what terms. Shortly

before the transaction is due to be effected, this process becomes more focused

and the sale and purchase agreement will typically contain assurances

concerning the key attributes of the target, in the form of warranties and indem-

nities. The warranties will be qualified and limited in extent by the information

disclosed by the vendor.

A central objective of the members of the acquisition team during the course

of the acquisition process will be the review of information. This is known as

the process of due diligence. Information is essential in the context of a properly

evaluated decision to purchase, specifically:

• Forming the decision as to whether to proceed with the purchase of

the target.

• Enabling an accurate assessment to be made of the value of the target.

• Allowing the purchaser to begin to plan for the running of the target

immediately following the acquisition.

• Allowing the purchaser to think ahead to various issues relating to

the integration of the target into the purchaser’s existing operations

and in particular to the harmonisation of the terms and conditions of

employment of the transferring employees with existing employees

of the purchaser. 
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Those charged with responsibility for employment law and HR management

issues will wish to analyse the human resources required by the target as early

as possible. It is a fundamental part of putting employment law issues into

context. An appreciation is needed of what resources are deployed in the target

and this needs to be matched against the purchaser’s business plans for the

target post acquisition.

For the purposes of running financial models, information will be required about

the payroll costs relating to the current workforce and other costs dependent

upon the purchaser’s plans, such as severance costs and costs relating to recruit-

ment and relocation.

Both the purchaser and the vendor will have their own objectives in terms of

the workforce. The best chance of achieving a swift agreement on employment

law and HR management issues is where these strategies are complementary

– for example, where the vendor is happy to see the workforce transfer to the

purchaser and where the purchaser wishes to acquire the workforce. In cases

where there is a disparity of objectives, the position becomes more difficult.

This often generates arguments as to whether or not the purchaser is prepared

to accept responsibility for all or part of the workforce and whether the price

should be adjusted to take account of severance liabilities, for example where

the purchaser perceives that the target is overstaffed; there may also be

something of a scramble as to which employees are transferred to the

purchaser and which remain with the vendor.

Once the purchaser has developed an outline strategy in the context of existing

and anticipated resources, employment law and HR management issues can

then be put into context within the bigger picture. An acquisition strategy is

likely to be developed with regard to a wide range of factors including employ-

ment law, tax, real estate and contractual issues. 

Not only must information be gathered, its reliability must be investigated and,

wherever possible, assured through verification and warranties. Sources of infor-

mation may be expected to include the following:

• Information requests: these take the form of a ‘shopping list’,

ordinarily prepared by the purchaser’s solicitors and delivered to the

vendor’s solicitors. It is an opportunity to ask for whatever information

the purchaser considers appropriate to his evaluation of the target.

Clearly, although there may be an element of ‘boilerplate’ to such

requests, whereby items of invariable relevance are requested, the

efficacy of the request is likely to be related directly to the extent to

which the request is tailored to the particular circumstances of each

individual case.
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A sample information request is set out in chapter 7 of this report at

page 71, accompanied by drafting notes.

• Information in the public domain: a substantial body of information

may be available in the public domain, and this may be particularly

valuable in the context of a hostile acquisition, where the cooperation

of the target may not be available or where the prospect of an acquisition

remains confidential. HR information is likely to be available from

sources such as the annual report and accounts of the target; from media

searches (particularly in relation to industrial relations, pay settlements

and employee claims); from inside sources such as existing employees,

and from analysts.

• Accountant’s report: accountancy due diligence may be expected to

generate information relating to HR issues, particularly in relation to

payroll costs and administration.

• Site visits: if and when allowed on to the site or given access to HR

management, a good deal of information may be generated. Questions

can be asked and the disclosure of information in a discussion format

may be particularly useful to the purchaser. The vendor should

commit such orally disclosed information to paper in order that it may

form part of the bundle of disclosed information and hence operate

to qualify the warranties in the sale and purchase agreement. 

• TUPE information: Regulation 11 of TUPE requires the transferor to

notify to the transferee the following employee liability information

in respect of everyone assigned to the transferring undertaking:

– the identity and age of the employee 

– a statement of terms and conditions (covering those items which

an employer is required to put in writing under section 1 of the

Employment Rights Act 1996)

– information regarding disciplinary and grievance proceedings

involving any transferring employee (any within the past two

years where the Employment Act 2002 (Dispute Resolution)

Regulations 2004 apply)

– information regarding any court or tribunal claim brought by

an employee against the transferor within the last two years, or

that the transferee has reasonable grounds to believe that an

employee may bring

– details of any collective agreement that will have effect after the

transfer.
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This information needs to be accurate as at a date within 14 days of

the date when given and must be given not later than 14 days before

the transfer, being updated if there is any change. Failure to comply

exposes the transferor to the risk of a claim for compensation, which

should not ordinarily be less than £500 per employee.

• Disclosure letter: as the sale and purchase agreement is drafted, the

vendor will wish to disclose information to restrict his liability under

the warranties which the purchaser is seeking. This takes two forms:

information recorded in the body of the disclosure letter and

documents annexed in the disclosure bundle.

The generation of information which will be disclosed against the warranties

may be summarised by reference to the following simplified model:

Report to
purchaser on
disclosures

Vendorʼs
lawyers

PurchaserVendor Purchaserʼs
HR department

Purchaserʼs
lawyers

Master set Purchaser
Review by

Purchaserʼs
lawyers

Purchaserʼs
HR department

Accept

Request for
further disclosure

Amendments to
disclosure letter

Cross check 
on signing

Archive

Target

Reject
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1. Information is produced concerning the target. It may come to the

attention of the purchaser via a number of different routes – for

example, information may be supplied by the target to its lawyers and

then passed on to the purchaser’s lawyers. Equally, it may be

disclosed directly to the purchaser, for example in the course of discus-

sions between the target’s HR managers and the purchaser’s HR

managers. However it is disclosed, it is particularly important that

an accurate record is kept by both vendor and purchaser of what has

been disclosed. In particular, the vendor’s solicitor must ensure that

everything disclosed is recorded as being disclosed and cross

indexed to the disclosure letter. Otherwise, it will be difficult for the

vendor to claim at a later stage that the purchaser was aware of the

content of that information. A properly drafted sale and purchase

agreement will ensure that only the information which is ultimately

contained in the disclosure bundle, which will be cross-indexed to

the disclosure letter or is within the text of the disclosure letter itself,

is deemed to be within the knowledge of the purchaser (although the

extent to which the purchaser may rely on such a clause was cast into

doubt in Eurocopy plc v Teesdale [1992] BCLC 1067).

It must be made clear to all the members of the purchaser’s acquisi-

tion team that all information must be passed on to the purchaser’s

solicitors to be recorded and reviewed.

2. Once that information has been received, it may be appropriate simply

to reject it. For example, computer printouts of HR information may

be generated without an index to explain the nature of the informa-

tion. Whilst intelligible to the target, they may be of little or no value

to the purchaser. Alternatively, the information may simply be illeg-

ible or incomplete. A request may be made to supply the information

in complete and intelligible form. 

3. Information may be acceptable but may be incomplete or may raise

further questions which should be dealt with by way of supplemental

enquiries. The purchaser should never be afraid to raise enquiries and

is entitled to expect a proper answer.

4. If information is accepted by the purchaser then it should be copied

and dealt with in a number of ways:

• A master set of all information disclosed should be retained. This

will form the basis of the disclosure bundle and will be an accurate

record of information that has been accepted for disclosure
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purposes. The content of that bundle will need to be cross-checked

by the vendor’s lawyers and the purchaser’s lawyers at the time

at which the warranties are entered into.

• A set of documents should be copied to the purchaser in order

that it may be distributed internally to all those affected and may

subsequently be analysed. For example, HR information should

be fed through to the purchaser’s HR department for their

information and for their review.

• A review of the information disclosed should be carried out by

the purchaser’s solicitor. In the case of information relating to HR

matters, this would ordinarily be done by the employment

lawyer within the team. This will allow specialist consideration

of the current circumstances of HR management within the target,

as well as comment on the information’s implications for the future

HR management of the target by the purchaser, which may prompt

a request for further disclosure.

• The information may lead to further enquiries, further

consideration of the acquisition by the purchaser and a possible

revision of the purchase price. The disclosure letter will continue

to be updated and negotiated against this background.

Due diligence: what to ask for; what to look for

Although it is important that information is accumulated in order that the

purchaser may begin to plan for the post-acquisition phase, the principal objec-

tives of the due diligence exercise will be:

• To evaluate the target.

• To discover and quantify any hidden liabilities.

In the context of HR information, the following information is likely to be partic-

ularly significant and should be considered in the initial phase of due diligence:

• Payroll information – what is the cost of employing the workforce in

the target? How does this compare with expectations and industry

norms? What is the additional cost of engaging other workers such

as consultants and sub-contractors?

• How adequate is the workforce for the needs of the target? How suited

is it to the achievement of the purchaser’s objectives?
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• What additional training/redeployment/relocation costs may be

expected to arise in the light of the purchaser’s proposals?

• Are there accumulated liabilities such as extensive accrued holiday

entitlements, particularly where there is an entitlement to receive cash

in lieu?

• On what basis are non-employee workers engaged? How crucial are

they to the business? Can arrangements be put in place to secure their

continued participation in the business?

• What is the likely cost of any redundancies that may be required?

Information needs to be put together to calculate the statutory

entitlement, notice pay liability and any entitlements under a contractual

enhanced redundancy payment scheme. 

• Is there anything about the pay structure or the profile of the

workforce which gives rise to a concern about possible discrimination?

When was a job evaluation and pay structure review last carried out? 

• Which employees is the vendor intending to withhold from the transfer?

Are any key workers not transferring? Have workers been brought

into the target recently with a view to transferring them to the

purchaser?

• What restrictive covenants and incentives are in place to retain

employees or at least to limit the consequences of their leaving? Key

employees should be identified with a view to their retention being

linked to completion of the transaction or to payment of the full purchase

price.

• Is there anything particularly noticeable about the workforce? Is it

comprised of particularly long serving workers or is there a very high

turnover of staff? How does that compare with the purchaser’s

expectations? Is the age profile unusually old or young?

• Are there any unusual terms and conditions in the staff handbook and

other terms and conditions of employment applicable to employees?

• Are the senior executives’ service contracts reasonable or is their

remuneration excessive?

• What sickness and disability benefits are in place? To what extent are

these covered by insurance? What is the cost of the premiums?

• Details of all staff benefits – the cost of these will need to be reviewed

and a view taken as to whether they are excessively generous.
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• Details of union membership (as far as can be ascertained). Which

unions are recognised? What collective agreements are in place?

• Are there any consultative bodies in place such as staff councils, works

councils etc?

• What is the recent industrial relations history of the target?

• Are there any claims outstanding made by employees against the target?

What is the recent claims history like – both in relation to employment

rights and industrial injuries?

• What is the accident book like? Have there been any recent visits from

the Health and Safety Executive? What recommendations have been

made by them?

• What equal opportunities policies and initiatives are there in place?

Have there been any CRE/EOC investigations? If so, what conclusions

were reached?

• The whole question of pensions will need to be addressed, with

particular regard to what rights and liabilities transfer, although this

is a detailed issue which is outside the scope of this report.

Data protection

It is likely that personnel information required by the purchaser in connection

with due diligence, and subsequently for personnel management purposes

following the transfer, will be held by the target in machine readable form, most

likely on computer. The Data Protection Act 1998 applies to such data and there

are implications for all parties. Even where personnel information is held in

manual files the Act will apply if the files fall into the definition of a ‘relevant

filing system’. This means, put broadly, that the file is highly structured and specific

information about employees can be found easily in the file. 

The information may be held by the target or by a third party, such as another

group company or a computer bureau, on behalf of the target. In the course

of the transaction such information will be transferred to professional advisors,

such as solicitors, and to the purchaser itself. To the extent that any of those

parties will be a transfer or the transferee of information, it is essential that

the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998 are adhered to. 
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It is a criminal offence to hold data without having made a notification. A register

of notifications is maintained by the Information Commissioner and the

register contains details of data that is held, the purposes for which the data is

held, and also describes the classes of transferee to whom the data may be

disclosed. Therefore, any party which proposes to disclose data must check that

it is registered with the Information Commissioner and that the notification covers

the proposed transfer. The transferee must ensure that it is registered in respect

of the information to be received, in relation to the purposes for which the infor-

mation is to be held and used. 

Any party transferring information must ensure that the register entry covers

the purpose of disclosing information to a prospective purchaser in the context

of a possible change of ownership of the target.

In the event that a party has not notified appropriately it will be necessary either

to lodge an application for registration or to amend the registration. The notifi-

cation can be carried out via the website at www.ico.gov.uk or by telephone

(telephone 01625 535777). Alternatively, it may be appropriate simply to amend

an existing registration.

The vendor must ensure that he is complaint with the Act when disclosing personal

data. Identifying information should not be disclosed unless it is necessary for

the purposes of the sale. Where disclosure is necessary, sensitive personal data

(such as information on sickness records, convictions and political leanings) should

not be included in the disclosures. The general rule is that individuals should be

informed how their personal data is to be used and disclosed, to ensure that they

are treated fairly. Clearly, there may be difficulties in telling employees of a proposed

sale of a business, however the Act does not include any specific exemptions for

these circumstances. The best option for the vendor therefore is to only disclose

anonymised data as far as possible and, if other data has to be disclosed, ensure

that it does not include sensitive data and surround it with confidentiality and

security safeguards as described below. 

The vendor’s perspective

The vendor will be principally concerned with receiving the largest possible

purchase price with as little exposure to possible recourse by the purchaser as

possible. The vendor’s perspective is therefore rather different from that of the

purchaser, who is engaged in an exercise of investigation and evaluation. The
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following are particular issues which the vendor should have in mind at an early

stage in the transaction:

• Information should never be disclosed by the vendor until a binding

confidentiality agreement has been entered into by the transferee. This

agreement should provide that the information:

– may not be transferred to a third party

– will be returned if the transaction does not proceed to completion,

together with all copies

– may only be used for certain specified purposes related to the

proposed transaction.

• At an initial stage, part of the information requested may be so sensi-

tive that it is inappropriate to disclose it until the eleventh hour, in

that its disclosure in circumstances where the transaction does not

proceed to completion may be detrimental to the target’s continuing

business. In these circumstances consider:

– a phased disclosure of information starting with the least sensitive

information

– disclosing information with certain items blanked out/omitted,

to be disclosed at a later stage

– the use of a data room, whereby information is made available

to the purchaser and to the purchaser’s representatives, but with

a prohibition on taking copies.

• It is in the interests of the vendor that the scope for the purchaser to

seek redress under the warranties in the sale and purchase agreement

is kept to a minimum. In this respect, widespread and comprehensive

disclosure of information is to be recommended. To the extent that the

warranties are qualified, the purchaser is precluded from bringing a

claim under the warranties in respect of the shortcomings of the target

of which the purchaser was aware prior to the transfer.

• A careful record should be kept of all information disclosed. This should

ultimately be contained in the disclosure letter or in the bundle of

documents attached to the disclosure letter to ensure that the infor-

mation has the effect of qualifying the warranties.

• Information delivered orally should be recorded either in the body

of the disclosure letter itself or by a written memorandum which is
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then included within the bundle of documents annexed to the disclo-

sure letter.

• If certain key employees are to be retained by the vendor, they should

be transferred out of the target prior to completion. It is not unheard

of for the vendor to move employees into the target shortly before

completion of the transaction so as to transfer them out of the vendor’s

employment.

• It should be noted that the benefit of employment contracts will be

lost as well as the burden where employees transfer under TUPE or

where shares are sold. Particular attention should be given to restric-

tive covenants. If, for example, in a share sale there is an employee

who has in his employment contract a restrictive covenant that relates

not only to the target but to other group companies, a separate restric-

tive covenant should be entered into prior to completion in favour

of the remaining group companies. Where TUPE applies, fresh restric-

tive covenants should be entered into to achieve a similar effect. This

is a difficult area and specialist advice is likely to be needed.

• The vendor may well be sensitive to industrial relations issues

surrounding the proposed transaction. Consideration should be given

to restricting the purchaser’s ability to make announcements and the

content of those announcements.
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Chapter 3
Choosing an acquisition structure –
implications for employees

The share sale/asset sale distinction

Acquisitions and disposals invariably fit into two categories:

• Transfers of companies by the sale of shares.

• Transfers of businesses by the sale of assets.

This distinction is central to the way in which the transaction will be structured

and documented, affecting a wide range of commercial issues. It is particu-

larly significant in the context of employment issues. 

In buying shares, the purchaser takes the company en bloc, with all its tax history,

trading relationships, assets and liabilities. The purchaser is put in the position

of assuming control of the company as a going concern by a straightforward

and simple method, namely the mere transfer of shares. The sale of shares stands

apart from the target itself, it being a transaction between the shareholder(s)

of the company and the purchaser/prospective shareholder.

In buying assets, by contrast, the purchaser chooses what he wishes to buy

from amongst the assets of the target business. Each asset needs to be acquired

individually – land has to be conveyed, individual contracts novated and so forth.

Liabilities may be left behind; those assets which are not required need not be

purchased. The purchaser may concentrate his attention on those parts of the

business which will deliver value post-acquisition. This route is likely to be partic-

ularly attractive where the vendor is insolvent, where there is doubt as to hidden

liabilities, or where the purchaser is buying only a part of the operations of an

enterprise.

The decision as to which structure to adopt will be taken on the basis of a number

of factors, of which employment law issues are only one. That distinction, however,

is likely to be central to the employment law implications of the transaction and

should be borne in mind at all times. In fact, the distinction is refined slightly
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in terms of the employment law implications of the choice of structure, where

it may be summarised as follows:

• Share sales.

• Asset sales – where TUPE does not apply.

• Asset sales – where TUPE does apply.

These three categories are considered in turn in the following sections of this

report.

Employment law issues in share sales

The transfer of the shares in a company from vendor to purchaser leaves the

employment relationship intact and unaffected by the transfer. The employ-

ment relationship is essentially a contractual one between the company and

the employee and, by buying shares, a purchaser acquires the established

contractual relationships between the target company and its employees; the

status quo ante is maintained.

The principal employment law feature of a share sale for prospective purchasers

is that TUPE has no application – hence issues of HR management may be

handled free from the considerations which arise in an asset sale to which TUPE

applies, which can prove particularly restrictive. This may be particularly impor-

tant in relation to issues such as dismissals and the harmonisation of terms and

conditions of employment.

The following are the principal practical employment law/HR management issues

to consider in share sales:

• In a share sale, the purchaser acquires assets and liabilities regardless

of whether he is aware of them. Due diligence is particularly important

for the purchaser, in order that the purchase may be made with the

purchaser’s eyes opened. The purchaser will wish to inform himself

about the nature of the workforce, the basis on which it is employed

and any attendant liabilities. This should be reinforced by warranties

in the share purchase agreement.

• Care should be taken to note that, even though the legal consequences

of the share transfer may be limited, the employees’ perception may

be one of considerable change, particularly where there are significant

changes in senior management and changes of policy between

incoming and outgoing shareholders. This should be addressed as an
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important employee relations issue. Save where works councils are

in place or under the provisions of the Takeover Code, there are no

legal obligations to disclose information to employee representatives

and to consult with them analogous to those which arise in relation

to asset sales governed by TUPE, but consultation and the disclosure

of information undertaken voluntarily may have the effect of allaying

concern.

• Are there members of the workforce who are not employees of the

target company, for example consultants or employees of another group

company providing services to the target? In such circumstances it

may be necessary to enter into new contracts with the suppliers of

such labour, if these workers are needed on a continuing basis.

• If key workers in the target company are employed by a third party

and the purchaser wishes to recruit them as employees of the company,

they cannot be transferred to the purchaser by agreement between the

purchaser and the current employer without the agreement of the

employee concerned: see Nokes v Doncaster Amalgamated Collieries

[1940] AC 1014. Hence it would be necessary to secure the release of

the employee from his current employer and to enter into a contract

of employment between the employee and the target company to

commence on the acquisition. In appropriate circumstances, it may be

that a secondment agreement could be entered into whereby the vendor

remains as the employer but the employees remain in the target to work

at the direction of the purchaser.

• Notwithstanding that the contract of employment remains intact, there

may be changes forced on the company by reason of moving out of

a group of companies. For example, it may not be possible for the

employees of the target company to continue to participate in the

vendor’s group pension scheme. In such circumstances, a scheme

providing similar benefits would have to be established to avoid liability

for breach of contract. Other employee benefits such as bonus

schemes and incentive schemes may likewise have to be changed.

Restrictive covenants may require reconsideration in the light of

circumstances post-acquisition.
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Employment law issues in non-TUPE asset sales

In an asset sale, the purchaser may pick and choose which assets he buys and

which liabilities he is prepared to take on, in contrast to a share sale where

there is an acquisition of the target en bloc. Employees, however, are an impor-

tant exception to this general rule.

Where TUPE applies to the sale of assets (and the question of when TUPE applies

is dealt with below), there is an automatic transfer of employees from vendor

to purchaser by operation of law. The purchaser has no choice as to whether

he takes on the employees engaged in the business or as to the terms upon

which he engages them.

Where TUPE does not apply to the sale of assets, the purchaser takes the assets

and the employees remain as employees of the vendor. The purchaser has no

choice. As mentioned in the previous section, the purchaser and the vendor

are not at liberty to agree amongst themselves that all or any employees will

transfer from the employment of the vendor to the employment of the

purchaser. Having said that, the purchaser will be at liberty to offer employ-

ment to some or all of the employees working pre-transfer in the target business,

and the purchaser has complete discretion over the terms of any such offer.

The significance of the fact that there is no transfer of employees by operation

of law will depend on the importance of the employees to the purchaser, for

the purchaser cannot pick and choose amongst the workforce as he may other-

wise wish to pick and choose amongst the assets of the vendor business. For

there to be a transfer of employees, this would have to be done with the consent

of the employees themselves and with the consent of their current employer

to release them.

Where the workforce has no particular value to the purchaser, such as where

there are no specialised skills or customer contacts within the sales force, the

purchaser has a choice:

• Either he can offer employment to all or some of the employees on

whatever terms he chooses, without the employees retaining continuity

of employment; or 

• He may refuse to offer employment without fear of liability; the vendor

will be left with any redundancy costs.
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Where the workforce or a part of the workforce is essential to the purchaser’s

business plan post-acquisition, the purchaser must seek:

• To restructure the transaction to ensure that TUPE applies; or

• To recruit from the workforce, conditional on the transfer proceeding

to completion.

The cooperation of the vendor is likely to be required, given that the employees

will be under contract. The purchaser may wish to make the purchase subject

to satisfactory completion of this recruitment exercise. In practice, if the employees

are facing redundancy from the vendor, they are likely to accept an offer of

employment from the purchaser.

TUPE: rationale 

TUPE supersedes the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regula-

tions 1981, which were introduced with marked reluctance by the UK

Government in order to implement the Acquired Rights Directive. By reason

of TUPE’s principal purpose, to implement the Directive into UK law, TUPE is

invariably interpreted in the light of the Directive and of European case law. 

The Directive’s origins may be traced to the laws of those member states which

have similar provisions. France, for example, has had such laws in place since

the 1920s. It was felt that it made sense that, where assets are transferred, the

people with the skills to realise the value of those assets should be transferred

also. This could be argued as having a macro-economic benefit for the French

economy as a whole and at the same time protecting employee rights and

promoting stability of employment.

The UK had no such law prior to the introduction of TUPE and the introduc-

tion of TUPE was a novel concept, the principal implication being that a transfer

of a business may result in the transfer of those employees engaged in the

business, together with all rights and liabilities including continuity of employ-

ment, as if they had always been employees of the purchaser of the business.

This had an immediate impact on the practice of purchasers in asset sales

recruiting the redundant employees of the vendor on inferior terms and condi-

tions of employment and without continuity of employment being preserved.

TUPE’s central features may be summarised as:

• Increasing job security for employees on the transfer of a business

through the preservation of contractual and statutory rights.
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• Protection in the case of dismissal: not only will employees not suffer

a break in continuity of employment (with potential consequences for

their right to claim that they have been unfairly dismissed) but there

is a rebuttable presumption that any dismissal connected with the

transfer will be automatically unfair.

• A duty on employers to inform and, in certain circumstances, to consult

with employee representatives.

• A transfer of collective rights.

Determining whether TUPE applies

Although the question of whether TUPE applies is a crucial one in terms of the

employment law consequences of a transaction, it is remarkably difficult to arrive

at the answer, such is the state of uncertainty in this area of the law. The practical

advice is, therefore, that a considered view should always be formed as to

whether TUPE applies, but the sale/purchase agreement should be drafted in

such a way that it deals with what happens if this working assumption is subse-

quently found to have been incorrect. Through warranties and indemnities it

should be possible to ‘hedge’ against a contrary interpretation on this point

by a court or tribunal, provided always that it is practicable to negotiate a contract

in these terms and that the other party to the contract has the means to meet

any claim under the warranties and indemnities in the contract. 

Is this an asset sale?

As explained above, TUPE has no application to share sales. 

Is the subject of the transaction an ‘undertaking’?

TUPE applies on the transfer of an undertaking, business or a part of an under-

taking or business. Regrettably, the term ‘undertaking’ is left undefined, although

the term ‘business’ is less open to doubt. It matters not whether the target is

run for profit-making purposes. 

TUPE applies as much to the transfer of a part of an undertaking or business

as to the transfer of the entire undertaking or business. Hence it could apply,

for example, to the sale of a division of a company or to the sale of the part of

a business carried on at a particular location, such as the sale of one of two

manufacturing sites. 
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The concept of an undertaking is clearly wider than the mere transfer of a

business in the conventional sense. The overwhelming majority of asset sales

in the M&A context will be governed by TUPE, particularly where the

purchaser has a clear intention to acquire a business as a going concern and

the transaction will therefore result in the transfer of a substantial proportion

of the key assets of the business. The difficult area is where only a limited collec-

tion of assets are to be acquired. The issue might be illustrated as follows. Assume

that a piece of equipment is capable of manufacturing a product. The mere acqui-

sition of a piece of equipment is not a transfer of an undertaking or business.

However, the piece of equipment interacts with a number of other assets to

create a business: for example, the right to occupy the place where it is situated;

materials; the person who operates the machine; contracts for the sale of the

products made on the machine, to name but a few. How many of these assets

need to be acquired before the sum total of assets acquired amounts to the

transfer of a business or undertaking? It can sometimes be difficult to deter-

mine when this boundary has been crossed.

In Schmidt v Spar-und Leihkasse der früheren Ämter Bordesholm, Kiel und

Cronshagen [1994] IRLR 302, the Advocate General of the European Court held

that the following factors could be identified as underlying the concept of an

undertaking:

• An economic unit or a business referable to a unit.

• A minimum level of organisational independence.

• Capable of existing by itself or as part of a larger unit.

In many M&A cases, the answer to whether or not there is an undertaking will

be readily apparent. Where the answer is not clear cut, however, the issue should

be approached with caution and specialist advice taken.

Having identified that the subject of the transaction amounts to an undertaking,

the next question to ask is whether there is a transfer. There are two key issues:

• Does the undertaking retain its identity upon the transfer?

• Is there a change in the employer?

The most helpful decision of the European Court of Justice in this respect is in

Spijkers v Gebroeders Benedik Abbatoir [1986] ECR 1119. The Court described

the test as whether ‘the business in question retains its identity in as much as

it is transferred as a going concern, which may be indicated in particular by

the fact that its operation is actually continued or resumed by the new employer

with the same or similar activities.’
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The Court laid out some examples of criteria which should be considered as

part of a general review of all the facts of the case, no one criteria being conclu-

sive of itself:

• The type of undertaking.

• Whether tangible assets (buildings, moveable property, etc.) are

transferred.

• Whether intangible assets are transferred and the extent of their value.

• Whether the majority of the employees are taken on by the new

employer.

• Whether customers are transferred.

• The degree of similarity between the activities carried on before and

after the transfer.

• The period for which the activities were suspended (if any).

At some point, which will vary from case to case, a sufficient number of items

from this list will transfer so that the point is reached where the undertaking

itself can be said to have transferred. The purpose of the parties is likely to have

a material bearing on the analysis of the tribunal. The importance of goodwill

has been over emphasised, but it will be appreciated that this is often the breath

that transforms the dry bones of a collection of assets into a living business. 

Again, in many M&A transactions it will be clear that there is a transfer of an

undertaking, particularly where the overt purpose of the purchaser is to acquire

a business with a view to continuing to operate that business in its current form

post-acquisition. The definitions within TUPE will, however, inevitably create

problem cases. Where the answer to the question of whether there is a transfer

is not clear, specialist advice will be required.

In Rygaard v Stro Molle Akustik [1996] IRLR 51, the European Court held that

for an entity to transfer under TUPE it must be ‘stable’. Hence the transfer of

a business with a limited life could not constitute a transfer of an undertaking.

In that case, the undertaking concerned involved the completion of joinery work

on a building. Come the end of the building project, the undertaking would

cease to have effect.

The practical difficulties that can occur in distinguishing between the mere sale

of assets and the transfer of an undertaking may be illustrated by the case of

Woodhouse v Peter Brotherhood [1972] 2 QB 520. In that case, a factory used

in a diesel engine manufacturing business was sold and subsequently used in

a business manufacturing turbines and spinning machines. Equipment was trans-
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ferred and employees commenced employment with the purchaser. The Court

held, however, that there was not a transfer of an undertaking. All that had

happened was that there had been a transfer of assets and the subsequent

commencement of a business similar to (but not the same as) the business prior

to the sale.

Another example of different activities before and after the sale giving rise to

the conclusion that there had been a mere transfer of assets and therefore there

had not been a transfer of an undertaking can be seen in the unreported Employ-

ment Appeal Tribunal case of Mathieson v United News Shops (EAT 554/94).

In that case, a shop run in a portakabin at a hospital selling sweets, newspa-

pers and the like and run by the hospital administration was replaced in a

redevelopment of the hospital foyer area by a branch of a major chain conven-

ience store selling an expanded range of items including toys, clothes and CDs.

The fact that there was no transfer of premises, different product ranges, different

hours of opening and a different trading philosophy led to the conclusion that

there was no transfer of an undertaking.

Borderline cases are always going to cause problems, not least because it may

be some while before the issue is brought before an employment tribunal, if

at all. Therefore, the practical answer is to attempt to reach agreement between

the parties as to whether the transaction is covered by TUPE. If there is agree-

ment on whether TUPE applies and if the possibility of a tribunal decision

reaching a contrary conclusion is covered by the terms of the sale/purchase

agreement so as to restore the balance originally envisaged by the parties, the

parties may go forward into the transaction with a degree of confidence.

Is the target situated in the UK?

Regulation 3(1)(a) of TUPE provides that, for TUPE to apply, the undertaking

or part being transferred must be situated in the UK immediately before transfer.

Hence the location of the parties and the law governing the transaction are of

no consequence. For example, where a deal is struck between two American

companies to sell a worldwide business governed by a sale/purchase agree-

ment drawn up under the law of a state within the United States and where

there is a transfer of a business in the UK, TUPE is capable of applying to the

transaction to the extent that it relates to the UK business.

TUPE can also apply to overseas employees of the business. For example, on

the sale of a UK-based business selling its products worldwide, a Far East sales

manager, based overseas, would transfer to the purchaser under TUPE even

if his contract of employment was governed by a law other than English law,
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assuming that such employee was participating in the UK business as opposed

to a discrete overseas business.

What happens if the transaction does not complete?

The fact that discussions are underway concerning an acquisition or a disposal

will ordinarily have no effect on the employment status of the employees engaged

in the target. TUPE applies with effect from completion of the transaction to

transfer employees from vendor to purchaser. 

There will occasionally be circumstances, however, where the purchaser assumes

control of the target in advance of formal completion. For example, if the target

business was in financial difficulties, the purchaser may be allowed to take control

of the running of the business in advance of completion. In such circumstances,

if the employees in the target begin to work under the control of the purchaser,

the business having in effect been transferred to the purchaser, TUPE would

apply at that stage. If there is subsequently a failure to complete the transac-

tion and the business reverts to the vendor, TUPE would apply to transfer the

employees back to the vendor.
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Determining whether TUPE applies – the key questions

Is this an 
asset sale?

Yes

Is there an
undertaking?

Yes

Is there
a transfer?

Will the entity
retain its identity
post-transfer?

Is the entity
situated in 

the UK?

Yes

TUPE applies

Yes

Yes
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Insolvencies

Great care should be taken when buying a business from a receiver or admin-

istrator. In such circumstances, it is likely to be extremely difficult to obtain

warranties and indemnities; indeed, even if available, there is likely to be a

question mark over whether funds would be available to meet any such liabil-

ities. The danger of unseen liabilities is such that a share sale will rarely be

contemplated in such circumstances and there would be an obvious attraction

in seeking to structure the transaction so as to avoid the application of TUPE.

However, this is likely to be difficult to achieve, particularly if the purchaser

wishes to continue to operate the business in a similar manner.

As a result, the purchaser has a limited number of options in attempting to cap

his exposure to unseen liabilities:

• Attempt to identify any liabilities and seek a reduction in the purchase

price in order to compensate.

• Undertake more extensive due diligence.

• Avoid the application of TUPE if at all possible.

Given that the transferor will invariably offer no future for the employees and

will have no resources to meet employment-related liabilities, the employees

are likely to argue on any sale of all or part of the business that their employ-

ment and all associated liabilities have transferred to the transferee. There will

be TUPE issues to be considered where there is a sale of shares, if the hire-

down model is adopted (see diagram below).

Insolvent
parent

(1) Viable Business
     Transferred to NEWCO

(2) Sale to
     purchaser

NEWCO Third party
purchaser
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In order to make businesses in financial difficulty more attractive to potential

purchasers, TUPE contains provisions whereby in certain circumstances

accrued employee liabilities will be met by the State and – to that extent – will

not pass to the purchaser. Sadly, this is an area where the law is less than clear

and the provisions of Regulation 8 of TUPE will have to be considered carefully

in the context of each insolvency situation. The scope of the payments which

are protected is based on the entitlement in respect of redundancies and other

payments which are covered by the State on an insolvency.
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Chapter 4
TUPE – consequences and effects

Overview

The principal implications of TUPE may be summarised in general terms as

follows:

• Employees working immediately before the transfer in the business

being sold become employees of the purchaser.

• Terms and conditions of employment transfer, save in respect of certain

terms relating to occupational pension schemes.

• Liabilities in relation to transferring employees transfer to the

purchaser.

• Dismissals connected with the transfer are automatically unfair

unless made for an economic, technical or organisational reason.

• Collective agreements in respect of transferring employees transfer.

• Union recognition may transfer, dependent upon whether the business

being transferred retains its identity post-transfer.

• An obligation to inform and (in certain circumstances) to consult with

employee representatives arises.

Who transfers?

Regulation 4(1) of TUPE provides that:

‘… a relevant transfer shall not operate so as to terminate the contract of

employment of any person employed by the transferor and assigned to the

organised grouping of resources or employees that is subject to the relevant

transfer, which would otherwise have been terminated by the transfer, but

any such contract shall have effect after the transfer as if originally made

between the person so employed and the transferee.’
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Hence, for there to be a transfer of a contract of employment to the purchaser,

that person must:

• Be employed (and this would exclude someone engaged under a

contract for services);

• By the transferor; and

• Be assigned to the target.

Particular care needs to be taken when dealing with groups of companies.

Consider the following situation:

It is not uncommon for a group of companies to be structured so that all of its

employees are employed through a service company. If all the employees working

in BigCo Products Limited were employed by BigCo Group Services Limited

and BigCo Products Limited sold one of its businesses, arguably none of those

employees would transfer to the purchaser because they would not be

employed by the transferor (ie BigCo Products Limited) but by a third party

(ie BigCo Group Services Limited).

It is particularly important to take into account these issues when undertaking

due diligence. In order to attempt to transfer the workforce in these circum-

stances, BigCo Group Services Limited should be joined in as a party to the

transaction so that it becomes a transferor. There is still a question as to whether

or not the mere transfer of the provision of employees can of itself amount to

the transfer of an undertaking so as to fall within TUPE. The case of Barclays

Bank plc v Banking Insurance and Finance Union [1987] ICR 495 suggests that

there would not be a transfer in these circumstances. Having said that, it is felt

by many that in the light of the decision of the European Court in Schmidt (supra),

Barclays Bank would now be decided differently. Moreover, the transfer of staff

may be seen as a constituent part of the transfer of the undertaking as a whole

and it is quite likely that joining BigCo Group Services Limited. as a party in

such circumstances would be sufficient to achieve a transfer of the employees

BigCo
Products Limited

BigCo
Widgets Limited

BigCo Group
Services Limited

BigCo Holdings plc
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under TUPE. Encouragement is given to this line of reasoning by the decision

of the Employment Appeal Tribunal in Duncan Web Offset (Maidstone) v Cooper

[1995] IRLR 633 in which the court drew attention to this gap in the applica-

tion of TUPE where groups of companies were involved and vowed not to allow

it to become exploited as a way of avoiding the implications of TUPE. Once

again, however, this is an area of uncertainty.

The question of whether an employee will transfer may also arise if they are

only partially employed in the target. Let us suppose, for example, that a company

has four department stores in a city centre and the maintenance department

is staffed by four employees. The employees work as a team covering the four

stores; the balance of the time which each employee spends in each store may

be summarised as follows:

Smith Jones Brown Green

Store A 0 75% 5% 50%

Store B 20% 25% 10 0%

Store C 5% 0 75% 50%

Store D 75% 0 10% 0

The decision of the European Court in Botzen v Rotterdamsche Droogdok

Maatschapij [1986] 2 CMLR 50 stated that, where employees are partially

engaged in the undertaking which transfers and partially engaged elsewhere,

the question of whether or not they transfer with the undertaking depends on

whether or not they are ‘assigned’ to the transferring undertaking or part of an

undertaking. In practice, this is not always easy to determine. In the absence of

a formal assignment, it is likely to be implied where an employee is spending a

substantial amount of his time on behalf of the transferring undertaking or part

of an undertaking. There is no definitive guidance available on what percentage

of working time might be sufficient to amount to an assignment for these purposes.

If Store B was sold, it is unlikely that any of the maintenance staff would transfer.

Clearly, Store B has lower maintenance requirements than the other stores,

and although three of the four staff work at Store B, none of them devote much

of their time to that store. If Store B was sold, therefore, the purchaser would

have to make arrangements for the maintenance of Store B post-transfer such

as deploying existing staff to the maintenance of Store B or recruiting. This

could include making an offer of employment to someone such as Jones. The

purchaser would be free to offer whatever terms and conditions it wanted.

Jones’s continuity of employment would not be transferred. If the purchaser
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does not take on any of the maintenance staff, the maintenance department

serving the remaining three stores of the vendor would be overstaffed to the

extent of approximately one half an employee. It will be appreciated that in

circumstances where there are significant numbers of employees in this situa-

tion, the potential redundancy costs and the staffing implications are

considerable.

If Store C was to be sold, both Brown and Green could transfer to the purchaser.

Brown spends the greater part of his time at Store C and only a small amount

of time at each of the other stores. Green’s position is far less clear – he splits

his time equally between Store A and Store C. If Brown and Green both transfer,

it would mean that the vendor has taken more maintenance staff than the target

requires – two employees for work that only justified a head count of 1.3. If

Green did not transfer, the vendor would be overstaffed and the purchaser would

have inherited a workforce lighter than needed.

In practice, these issues are encountered frequently and there are no clear

answers. There is considerable scope for negotiation, given that there is a balance

to be struck between adequate staffing and potential redundancy costs. Hence

the importance of the list in the sale and purchase agreement of those

employees transferring to the purchaser. This list will frequently be the

subject of negotiation. A pragmatic solution of this nature needs the cooper-

ation of the employees, who always have the right to go to a tribunal and to

claim that the correct legal principles have not been applied when determining

their fate.

Immediately before the transfer

In order to be transferred to the purchaser by TUPE, the employee must be

employed by the transferor immediately before the transfer. This raises the

prospect of dismissals and rearrangements being effected at the eleventh hour.

Certainly, the possibility of ‘rearranging the furniture’ should not be overlooked;

a vendor may well move a valued employee out of the target (pursuant to a

mobility clause in his contract of employment or by agreement) in order that

he may be retained. Equally, employees from elsewhere in the vendor’s opera-

tions who are surplus to requirements may be moved into the target in order

that the vendor may rid himself of such employees without having to make sever-

ance payments. To some extent this can be spotted by careful due diligence

and by scrutiny of the list of transferring employees. It may not be possible,

however, for the purchaser to spot such a move and in such circumstances the

purchaser will have to rely on warranties – for example, a warranty that all trans-
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ferring employees have been working in their current jobs for at least six months

before the date of transfer.

Where dismissals are effected shortly before the transfer then, following the

‘purposive’ interpretation of TUPE by the House of Lords in Litster v Forth Estuary

Engineering [1989] IRLR 161, if the dismissal was effected in connection with

the transfer, the liability to pay compensation will pass to the purchaser, as will

any other liabilities relating to that employee.

Knowledge of the transfer

It is not necessary that an employee who would otherwise be covered by TUPE

is aware of the transfer taking place. The point has been open to doubt as a

result of conflicting case law, but now appears to have been settled by the case

of Secretary of State for Employment v Cook [1997] IRLR 150. 

It is necessary to take care, when undertaking due diligence, in respect of

employees who may be away from work on an extended basis, absent sick or

on maternity leave. Such employees may transfer under TUPE even though the

purchaser does not know of their existence and even though the employee may

be unaware that the transaction has taken place.

The employee’s right to refuse to transfer

By virtue of Regulation 4(7) of TUPE, an employee may opt out of transferring

to the purchaser on the grounds that he objects to becoming employed by the

transferee. However, the contract of employment merely comes to an end in

these circumstances without the need for ordinary notice to be given under

the contract; the employee has no entitlement to claim that he has been unfairly

dismissed if he leaves in such circumstances and he has no entitlement to a

redundancy payment. If an employee is crucial to the purchaser, the purchaser

should be aware of the danger of the employee leaving in these circumstances

and should consider what to put into the sale and purchase agreement to cover

the situation should the key employee decide to exercise this option.

This Regulation holds out the possibility of an organised refusal to transfer.

For example, a trade union may coordinate a threat by each employee to exercise

the option not to transfer if a transaction goes ahead on certain terms. This

could have the consequence of frustrating the transfer in circumstances where

the transfer of such employees was considered essential by the purchaser. It

remains to be seen whether such a weapon will be used by trade unions.
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There are two other circumstances where an employee may refuse to transfer.

There is always the option of resigning and claiming constructive dismissal –

a claim which could potentially be brought against either the vendor or the

purchaser, depending on the circumstances. Additionally, an employee can resign

when the transfer will involve a substantial change in his working conditions

to his material detriment. No entitlement to notice pay arises in these circum-

stances, but the resignation will amount to a dismissal and hence it will be open

to the employee to bring a claim of constructive dismissal.

What transfers?

Regulation 4(2)(a) of TUPE states that ‘all the transferor’s rights, powers, duties

and liabilities under or in connection with’ the transferring employee’s

contract of employment are transferred to the transferee.

This is an all-embracing concept that includes:

• Rights under the contract of employment;

• Statutory rights; and

• Continuity of employment.

Rights which transfer include:

a. Terms and Conditions: employees formerly employed by the vendor

in the target become employees of the transferee on the same terms

and conditions. To a large extent, it is as if a contract of employment

had been pulled from the personnel records and the name of the

employer changed to the purchaser: a sort of statutory novation.

One of the respects in which TUPE not only protects but enhances the

acquired rights of the employees is emphasised by the case of Wilson

v St. Helen’s Borough Council [1998] IRLR 706, which held that an

attempt to change terms and conditions of employment in connection

with the transfer, regardless of whether or not the changes were made

with the consent of the employee, will be void. It is important to be

aware that, when purchasing a business, the purchaser will be bound

by those terms and conditions, at least for the medium term. The

situation should be contrasted with an acquisition by way of shares,

where there is no such prohibition on changing terms and conditions.

It may well be that, where the purchaser proposes to integrate the target

into an existing business, he will want to harmonise terms and
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conditions of employment across the new enlarged business. However,

he is significantly restricted in what he is at liberty to do, unless he is

prepared to dismiss the employees following the transfer and to re-

engage them on different terms. This issue is discussed in greater detail

in chapter 6.

b. Status: the employment relationship is transferred as if the employee

had always been employed by the purchaser. Hence, any status-related

benefits would also transfer – for example, holiday entitlement which

is calculated by length of service would be calculated on the basis of

continuity of service stretching back before the transfer. Equally,

seniority is capable of transferring.

c. Arrears of pay: because there is a transfer of the employment

relationship and of all associated liabilities, any contractual arrears will

transfer. For example, if there are arrears of pay, outstanding expenses

or accrued benefits such as holiday pay, these will all transfer. Needless

to say, it is important for the purchaser to either quantify these

outstanding liabilities and to anticipate them when settling on a purchase

price or to take an indemnity. The latter is the appropriate course of

action, assuming that the transferor is credit worthy for the indemnity,

and it is for this reason that an indemnity, specifically directed towards

anticipated liabilities, is appropriate even though it may be difficult to

take other protection within the sale and purchase agreement on an

indemnity basis.

d. Statutory claims: statutory rights will transfer in tandem with contractual

rights. This will mean, for example, that an employee who has been

employed by the transferee for only a matter of months may have the

right to bring a claim for unfair dismissal against the purchaser shortly

after the transfer because of the aggregation of his pre-transfer service.

The date of commencement of continuous service will be the date that

applied in relation to employment with the vendor.

e. Restrictive covenants: as contract terms, restrictive covenants will

transfer. It is to be noted, however, that the extent to which they are

appropriate must be reviewed by the purchaser. For example, the

restrictions may relate to various group operations of the vendor. Those

may be of little relevance to the purchaser and the purchaser may wish

to take protection in relation to other aspects of his group with which

the employee will have contact. Therefore it will be necessary to consider

putting new restrictive covenants into place. The vendor should also

bear in mind that he will lose the protection of restrictive covenants,
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for the benefit of the covenants will transfer to become a contractual

benefit for the purchaser. There is a difficulty here if the vendor is

particularly concerned to retain protection after the transfer and the

vendor should, therefore, consider putting in place new covenants

which will survive the transfer. An added complication is that a change

in terms and conditions of employment in connection with a TUPE

transfer is void. The point was well illustrated in Credit Suisse First

Boston (Europe) Ltd v Lister [1998] IRLR 700. Hence an independent

rationale will have to be found for the introduction of new covenants.

f. Share options: share option rights are capable of transferring as a matter

of theory but in practice the rules of share option schemes will generally

be drafted so that the right to participate ceases to exist upon the

employee ceasing to be employed by the vendor. It is possible (but will

rarely be encountered) that the employee may have a right which is

capable of being construed so that it gives clear rights enforceable

against the purchaser.

g. Bonuses and profit sharing: again, these rights are capable of

transferring as a matter of theory, but often the criteria for the award

of such benefits will have changed by reason of the transfer. For

example, a bonus may be awarded referable to the performance of

a larger unit than the unit which was transferred. If the scheme does

not specifically provide for what should happen upon a transfer, then

it may be that the transferee is put in a position where the scheme

itself has transferred but is not capable of operating in the post-transfer

environment. The rules of the scheme itself would have to be

considered to see if provision is made for such circumstances. In order

to avoid a breach of contract, the purchaser may have to put into place

a benefit of equivalent value.

h. Industrial injuries: an industrial injury claim will transfer. Hence, the

purchaser could find itself liable for substantial claims where, for

example, employees were exposed, pre-transfer, to a harmful working

environment. Particular attention should be given by the purchaser

to insurance cover in place in respect of such claims pre-transfer. A

transferee employee will be entitled to rely on the insurance policy of

the transferor in respect of transferring employees: see Bernadone v

Pall Mall Services Group [2002] IRLR 487. In certain circumstances, the

industrial injury claim will not transfer but will be a joint and several

liability of the transferor and the transferee (see Regulation 17 of TUPE).

Typically, the purchaser will in any event seek a warranty in respect

of claims originating prior to the transfer date.
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This draws attention to the need for purchasers to undertake an HR audit as

soon as possible after the transfer to assess the workforce which has been inher-

ited. It is necessary for the HR management of the purchaser to ‘hit the ground

running’ so that HR issues which surface shortly after the transfer are seen in

the context of a continuing employment relationship. For example, if an employee

has been subjected to stress at work and is on the point of a nervous break-

down at the time of the transfer, the purchaser should not expect to be given

any period of grace post-transfer.

A similar situation arises in relation to discipline. For example, an employee may

be in the course of disciplinary proceedings at the time of transfer, or some aspect

of that employee’s performance may be in the course of being monitored. Those

proceedings or that monitoring procedure must continue uninterrupted.

The following do not transfer:

a. Pensions: rights in relation to occupational pension schemes are

specifically excluded from the scope of TUPE by Regulation 10. The

following points, however, should be borne in mind:

• It is only rights in relation to occupational pension schemes that

do not transfer. If, for example, there was a clause in an

employee’s contract of employment whereby his employer was

obliged to pay 5 per cent of salary into a personal pension plan

on behalf of that employee, then such a right would not be a right

in relation to an occupational pension scheme and would transfer.

• It is only the provisions of an occupational pension scheme that

relate to old age, invalidity or survivors that will not transfer. If,

for example, there is a severance benefit scheme built into the

pension scheme, then this would transfer. Early retirement

rights are likewise transferable (see Beckmann [2002] IRLR 578).

• Where the transferor provided occupational pension scheme

benefits, the transferee employer will be required to offer pension

benefits to a certain level, although there is no obligation to match

the level of pension benefits to which the employee was entitled

pre-transfer. The transferor will be required to match employer

contributions up to 6 per cent of pensionable salary in a stakeholder

scheme or provide a suitable equivalent.

b. Criminal liability: does not transfer.

c. Vicarious liability: whereby the employer becomes liable for non-

employment law claims arising from the acts of the employee done

in the course of his employment, does not transfer.
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Dismissals

The impact of TUPE is to preserve continuity of employment and therefore such

rights as an employee has in relation to unfair dismissal are retained, notwith-

standing the transfer and change of employer. Although it was at one stage

considered (see Milligan v Securicor Cleaning [1995] IRLR 288) that the statutory

qualification period which is ordinarily applicable in unfair dismissal cases had

no application where the dismissal was by reason of a transfer, this misconcep-

tion was corrected by the Collective Redundancies and Transfer of Undertakings

(Protection of Employment) (Amendment) Regulations 1995 (SI 1995/2587).

Where an employee is dismissed and the reason for dismissal relates to the

transfer, additional rights are given to an employee by virtue of Regulation 7

of TUPE, which provides that the dismissal will be automatically unfair in certain

circumstances:

‘(1) Where either before or after a relevant transfer, any employee of the

transferor or transferee is dismissed, that employee shall be treated

... as unfairly dismissed if the sole or principal reason for his dismissal

is:

(a) the transfer itself; or

(b) a reason connected with the transfer that is not an economic,

technical or organisational reason entailing changes in the

workforce.’ 

Hence this is a two stage process. A reason for dismissal which arises from the

very fact of the transfer will be automatically unfair. A reason which is transfer-

related, but which is one stage removed from the transfer (such as, for

example, a post-transfer reorganisation to incorporate the target into the

purchaser’s group) is potentially automatically unfair, depending on whether

there is an ‘ETO reason’.

The presumption of unfairness is rebutted ‘where the sole or principal reason

for the dismissal is a reason connected with the transfer that is an economic,

technical or organisational reason entailing changes in the workforce of either

the transferor or the transferee before or after a relevant transfer.’ 

Where a dismissal is found to be automatically unfair, the only question for

the employment tribunal will be to decide what remedy would be appropriate.

The only defences open to an employer against a claim of this nature are to

argue that the dismissal is not, in fact, connected with the transfer or, if this

defence is unsuccessful, that this is a dismissal for an economic, technical or
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organisational reason. However, even if this defence succeeds, it only avoids

the dismissal being considered automatically unfair and the employer must still

defend the case along the ordinary lines of an unfair dismissal claim.

The question is often asked whether there is any rule of thumb as to how much

time must elapse between the transfer and the dismissal in order for a dismissal

not to be considered as being connected with the transfer. In fact, there is no

rule of thumb. Certainly, the longer the period, the more difficult it is likely to

be for an employee to link the transfer with the dismissal, but it is not the period

of time that is the key factor here, but whether or not there is any causal link.

The economic, technical or organisational reason (‘ETO’) defence is not defined

in TUPE and there is limited case law on the subject. However, the approach of

the employment tribunal will generally be that if there has been a considered

decision to dismiss based on genuine business reasons that arose at the time

of the dismissal, the ETO defence will be established, thereby leaving the case

to be dealt with on its merits as an ordinary unfair dismissal or redundancy case.

‘Economic’ might be something that arises from the business itself such as a

loss of a major contract. ‘Organisational’ could be taking out a layer of middle

management. ‘Technical’ could be the need to utilise different equipment needing

materially different skills. The ‘ETO reason’ must entail a change in the

workforce: this is taken to mean a change in numbers or a change in function.

Although either the transferor or the transferee can rely on the ETO defence,

the courts have been very careful not to allow the ‘economic’ defence to encom-

pass dismissals at the request or direction of the transferee, or dismissals

pre-transfer for the purpose of making the target more attractive for a

purchaser. For example, in Wheeler v Patel [1987] ICR 631, the EAT held that

dismissals so as to make the target more attractive, thereby securing a better

price, did not relate to the ‘conduct’ of the business and hence did not fall within

the scope of the ETO defence.

It would appear that there is some scope for pre-transfer dismissals whilst at

the same time avoiding automatically unfair dismissals. This arises from the

question of whether the dismissal must, in order to be automatically unfair, relate

to a particular transfer or to contemplation of a transfer generally. In Longden

v Ferrari [1994] IRLR 157, the dismissal took place in contemplation of the sale

generally but not (on the evidence) of a specific sale. Hence the dismissals were

held not to be in contemplation of the transfer that ultimately took place and

therefore not to be automatically unfair.

It is clear that dismissals in such circumstances are particularly dangerous. In

planning for the costs associated with the transfer, both the vendor and the
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purchaser should assume a significant risk of unfair dismissal liability if dismissals

are likely to be occasioned in connection with the transfer. It is common in such

circumstances for the cost of dismissals to be taken into account when negoti-

ating a price and for indemnities (typically up to a certain limit) to be agreed

anticipating dismissal liabilities.

The transfer itself cannot be treated as a dismissal. If the purchaser simply refused

to employ the transferring employees, this would be treated as a dismissal by

the purchaser.

One issue of concern to the employees of vendors and purchasers alike is

whether, in the event that redundancies are necessary as a result of the transfer,

the selection of those candidates for redundancy must be from the employees

of the purchaser as well as the transferring employees or whether the ‘pool’

is limited to the employees in the transferring business. There is no clear answer

to this question but the purchaser should be aware that there is a danger that

redundancies may be unfair by reason of unfairness within the selection process

if candidates for redundancy are not selected from both groups and there are

no good objective reasons for selecting from one group only.
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Chapter 5
Information and consultation

Share sales

Whilst informing employees and their representatives of the nature of M & A

proposals and consulting with them about the consequences of those proposals

may be seen as desirable in terms of good HR management practice, the obliga-

tions are materially greater in business sales than in share sales. Indeed, there

may be no legal obligation to inform or to consult where the transaction is to

be effected by way of a share sale. There is no general obligation to inform

and consult, although a duty will arise in certain circumstances. For example,

a works council may be in place and a duty to consult may arise under the Infor-

mation and Consultation of Employees Regulations 2004. However, where TUPE

applies the duty to inform always arises and a duty to consult will arise in most

cases.

More often than not, negotiations will be conducted confidentially. Sensitivity

as to the impact of the proposed transaction on the workforce of the target

will often be one reason for such secrecy. The absence of a legal obligation to

disclose information to employees and their representatives where the trans-

action is to be effected by way of a share sale leaves the way open for complete

flexibility of strategy and is to be contrasted with the obligations that arise under

TUPE, described below. 

In practice, the parties to a share sale transaction will need to take into account

the broader industrial relations consequences of failing to divulge information

and of failing to consult with employees and their representatives. Certainly,

the mere fact that the transaction is to be effected by way of a share sale rather

than an asset sale is unlikely to mean that these are not issues of considerable

concern about which employees and their representatives might wish to be

informed and about which they might wish to be consulted. The parties will

also have to consider whether any other obligations to inform and to consult

arise, such as under the terms of a collective agreement.
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If redundancies will be declared as a result of or in conjunction with the transfer,

additional obligations to inform and to consult with employee representatives

may arise – see page 57. 

Asset sales: TUPE Regulations 13-16

Where TUPE applies there are significant legal obligations to disclose infor-

mation and to consult. These are set out in Regulation 13 of TUPE.

Who is subject to the duty?

Both the vendor and the purchaser may have obligations, although the

principal obligations rest with the vendor. 

The obligations set out in Regulation 13 of TUPE concern ‘affected employees’;

in order to establish the extent of the duty to inform and to consult it is neces-

sary to identify which affected employees fall within that definition. The

definition is set out in Regulation 13(1) as:

‘any employees of the transferor or the transferee (whether or not

assigned to the organised grouping of resources or employees that is the

subject of a relevant transfer) who may be affected by the transfer or may

be affected by measures taken in connection with it...’

Hence any employees in the following categories may be the subject of a duty

under Regulation 13:

a. Employees of the vendor who are employed in the undertaking or the

part of the undertaking to be transferred.

b. Other employees of the vendor regardless of their connection with

the undertaking being transferred.

c. Employees of the purchaser.

The test is whether or not any such employee ‘may be affected by the transfer

or may be affected by measures taken in connection with it’. Employees in (a)

will inevitably fall within the duty in Regulation 13, even if only because the identity

of their employer will change as a result of the transfer. Employees in (b) and

(c) may also fall within the definition, depending upon the circumstances of each

case. 
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The ‘may be affected’ test allows for a degree of subjectivity, but in practice

an employer should bear in mind that if there is a real possibility that any

employee falling within one of the above three categories will be affected by

the transfer or by measures taken in connection with it, the employer may be

in breach of his Regulation 13 duty if he fails to include that employee within

the information and consultation process. 

What is the employer obliged to do?

The duty is comprised of two stages: 

a. An obligation to inform employee representatives; and

b. (In certain circumstances) an obligation to follow the disclosure of

information with a process of consultation with employee

representatives.

Information

The information which an employer of an affected employee is bound to disclose

is set out in Regulation 13(2) of TUPE as follows:

a. The fact that the relevant transfer is to take place; when, approximately,

it is to take place and the reasons for it; and

b. The legal, economic and social implications of the transfer for the

affected employees; and

c. The measures which he envisages he will, in connection with the

transfer, take in relation to those employees or, if he envisages that

no measures will be so taken, that fact; and

d. If the employer is the vendor, the measures which the purchaser

envisages he will, in connection with the transfer, take in relation to

such of those employees as, by virtue of Regulation 4 of TUPE, become

employees of the purchaser after the transfer or, if he envisages that

no measures will be so taken, that fact.

This obligation is most often encountered in circumstances where the vendor

is obliged to inform employee representatives in the context of an impending

sale of the business. However, it will be appreciated from the above that the

purchaser may also have a duty to inform. Even if the purchaser has no obliga-

tion to consult with its own workforce, the purchaser has an obligation, set

out in Regulation 13(4) of TUPE, to pass to the vendor the information that the

vendor will need to comply with its obligation in Regulation 13(2)(d). The conse-
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quences of a failure by the purchaser to deliver that information to the vendor

at such a time as to enable the vendor to comply with its obligations are explained

on page 57.

A precedent for use in connection with the disclosure of information may be

found at page 101.

When to inform

The obligation to disclose information is to make disclosures ‘long enough before

a relevant transfer to enable the employer of any affected employees to consult

all the persons who are appropriate representatives of any of those affected

employees...’ .

As will be explained below, the obligation to consult does not arise in every

case where there is an obligation to inform; the timescale for the disclosure of

information is nevertheless set by reference to consultation. Accordingly, there

is an argument that, if there is no obligation to consult, the information may

be delivered at the eleventh hour in advance of a transfer being effected, given

that even such short notice would still be long enough where there is no obliga-

tion to consult.

Where there is an obligation to consult, then it will be a matter of judgment in

each case as to how long is needed for consultation, depending on the issues

that are on the agenda. In practice, the earlier that the employer feels able to

commence the information and consultation process, the less the likelihood of

falling foul of Regulation 13 of TUPE. 

It is self evident on the wording of Regulation 13(2)(a) of TUPE that there is no

requirement to inform until it is clear that there will be a transfer. The obliga-

tion to inform does not arise merely as a result of proposals or mere

possibilities. In NATTKE v Rank Leisure (COIT 1388/134 – unreported) the tribunal

held that the duty arose when there was a binding agreement in place or when

it becomes evident beyond doubt that the transfer will take place. The former

test may work in circumstances where there is deferred completion but does

not work when there is simultaneous contract and completion. In practice, once

it becomes likely that the transaction will go ahead, the duty to inform and to

consult will become ever more pressing.
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Who to inform

The obligation is to inform and, where appropriate, to consult with ‘appropriate

representatives’ of the affected employees. These representatives may fall into

one of two categories, namely:

• Employee representatives elected by the employees either for the

specific purpose of receiving information and being consulted, or in

circumstances where it is appropriate for them to act in these

circumstances (for example, members of a staff council);

• Trade union representatives, where an independent trade union is

recognised by the employer in respect of employees of that description.

Where there is a recognised union, the trade union representatives will be the

appropriate representatives. If there is no recognised trade union, the repre-

sentatives will be – at the choice of the employer – newly elected representatives

or representatives already in place who are authorised to act in this capacity.

The situation will often arise where there are no such representatives to whom

to disclose information and with whom to consult. In such circumstances an

employer can escape the duty to inform and to consult if:

• He invites the affected employees to elect representatives;

• He does so leaving enough time for both the election and the

information/consultation process to take place 

and yet no employees are elected.

How to inform

Regulation 13(5) of TUPE provides a choice:

• Delivering the information to the representatives; or

• Sending it by post to an address given to the employer by the

representatives; or

• (In the case of union representatives) sending it by post to the head

or main office of the union.

Consultation

The duty to consult will arise in some, but not all, of the cases covered by the

duty to inform. It is described in Regulation 13(6) of TUPE:

‘An employer of an affected employee who envisages that he will take

measures in relation to an affected employee, in connection with the relevant
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transfer, shall consult the appropriate representatives of that employee with

a view to seeking their agreement to the intended measures.’

The key tests are frustratingly vague:

• ‘Envisages’: the exact degree of foresight and certainty of planning is

not defined.

• ‘Measures’: such judicial assistance as there is (eg IPCS v Sec. of State

for Defence [1987] IRLR 71: ‘any action, step or arrangement’) is of limited

value. Any change to employment terms or working arrangements,

however material, would appear to be capable of triggering this duty.

What is meant by consultation?

It is clear from Regulation 13(7) of TUPE that the employer must:

• Consider any representations made by the representatives. 

• Reply to those representations.

• State his reasons if he rejects any of those representations.

• Allow sufficient time for a meaningful consultation exercise, depending

on the circumstances of each case.

The employer will need to show some sense of purpose, for he is to consult with

a view to reaching agreement.

The employer is obliged to allow the representatives access to the affected

employees and to provide such accommodation and other facilities as may be

appropriate.

The Special Circumstances Defence

Regulation 13(9) of TUPE provides that, where there are special circumstances

which render it not reasonably practicable for an employer to perform any aspect

of the duty to inform or to consult, he shall take all such steps toward performing

that duty as are reasonably practicable in the circumstances.

The exact scope of this defence remains unclear. Much will depend on the partic-

ular circumstances of each case. However, it is clear that insolvency per se cannot

amount to a special circumstance: see Clarks of Hove Ltd v Bakers Union [1978]

IRLR 366, where insolvency occurred as a result of the gradual run-down of

the company. A sudden and catastrophic downturn in business, by contrast,

could justify a failure to conform with the obligations to inform and to consult.
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Note that there is in any event an obligation to take all steps to comply with

the obligations to inform and to consult as are reasonably practicable in the

circumstances.

The practical advice is to conform to the obligations wherever possible, leaving

the special circumstances defence as very much a last resort.

Remedies

It is primarily the employee representatives who have a direct remedy against

an employer who fails to inform or to consult. The employees themselves are,

to a large extent, left with an indirect remedy. 

Applications should be made to an employment tribunal. There is a time limit

of three months which begins from the date of the transfer.

The remedy is exclusively financial. An injunction will not be granted to delay

the transfer going ahead where there is inadequate information disclosed or

a failure to consult (see Betts v Brintel Helicopters [1996] IRLR 45).

The remedy is a maximum of thirteen weeks pay for each employee depending

on the seriousness of the employer’s breach. The statutory limit on the value

of a week’s pay does not apply for these purposes.

Where an employer is precluded from disclosing the information required to

be disclosed by Regulation 13(2)(d) of TUPE because the purchaser did not

disclose the information to the vendor in time, the purchaser may be joined

into any proceedings brought against the vendor arising from that alleged failure.

An award of compensation may be made directly against the purchaser.

It is normal for a purchaser of a business to build in to the sale and purchase

agreement an acknowledgement from the vendor that the information required

from the vendor has been received together with an undertaking not to serve

a notice under Regulation 15(5) of TUPE joining the purchaser into any tribunal

proceedings.

Redundancies

Care should be taken not to overlook the laws applicable to employers

proposing to declare redundancies. If redundancies are to be occasioned by reason

of or in conjunction with the transfer, whether a share transfer or an assets

transfer, the consultation and notification requirements of the Trade Union and

Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (as amended by the Trade Union Reform
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and Employment Rights Act 1993) must be considered. These may be summarised

as: 

a. If there is a proposal to dismiss 20 or more employees by reason of

redundancy at one establishment within a 90 day period, the

Department of Trade and Industry must be notified.

b. Any such proposal must also be the subject of consultation with

‘appropriate representatives’ of the employees. 

c. Consultation must be accompanied by the disclosure of certain

information. 

d. a 30 day consultation period must be made available for dismissals of

20 or more within 90 days; 90 days must be made available for dismissals

of 100 or more within 90 days.

If redundancies are to be declared, the employer will have responsibilities at

a collective and individual level which are a topic in their own right upon which

advice should be sought. 

Transfer of union recognition and 
collective agreements

Not only does TUPE have the effect of transferring the terms and conditions

of employment of employees engaged in an undertaking, collective agreements

and union recognition relating to such employees may also transfer. 

Transfer of trade union recognition

Under Regulation 6 of TUPE, where the undertaking which has been trans-

ferred maintains an identity post-transfer which is distinct from the remainder

of the purchaser’s undertaking, then trade union recognition rights are

capable of being transferred to the purchaser. Where an independent trade

union is recognised by the vendor in respect of employees who become

employees of the purchaser by operation of TUPE, then the purchaser shall be

deemed to have recognised the union to the same extent as recognition was

granted by the vendor. 
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Transfer of collective agreements

The transfer of collective agreements relating to transferring employees is

occasioned by Regulation 5 of TUPE, which provides that: 

a. Where at the time of the transfer there is a collective agreement in place 

b. Which has been made by or on behalf of the vendor (that is to say that

it would encompass a collective agreement where the vendor

participates through a trade association) 

c. With a trade union recognised by the vendor in respect of any employee

whose contract transfers to the purchaser by reason of the application

of TUPE Regulation 4,

then in such circumstances that collective agreement applies in relation to that

employee as if made by the purchaser.

Unless expressly stated to the contrary, collective agreements are presumed

not to be legally binding and invariably state that they have no legal effect. Regula-

tion 5 of TUPE is therefore of limited significance.

The consequences of a transfer of collective agreements, however, should not

be underestimated. The purchaser may well find that having persistently rejected

attempts by a trade union to obtain recognition, recognition comes in through

the back door by reason of an acquisition covered by TUPE. Industrial

relations consequences may be supplemented by legal consequences if and when

a legal framework of mandatory recognition of trade unions is reintroduced. 

Vendor’s checklist

1. Is the transaction a share sale or an asset sale to which TUPE does

not apply? If so, check obligations under any collective agreements

or works council constitutions or under the Takeover Code. Otherwise,

whether to inform and consult is a matter for management discretion.

2. If the transaction is governed by TUPE, identify all affected employees.

3. Request from the purchaser information as to whether the purchaser

envisages he will take any measures in relation to the transferring

employees.

4. Consider whether there is a recognised trade union: if there is, they

must be informed. If there is not, consider whether to use an existing

body or to invite employees to elect representatives.
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5. Deliver information.

6. Consider whether a duty to consult arises.

7. Compile information and deliver to representatives allowing sufficient

time for any consultation which may be necessary.

8. Consult where necessary.

Purchaser’s checklist

1. If the transaction is governed by TUPE identify all affected employees.

2. Consider what measures will be taken in relation to the transferring

employees and convey this information to the vendor. 

3. Consider whether measures are being taken in respect of any of the

purchaser’s existing employees – if the answer is ‘yes’, follow the

procedures as for the vendor above. 
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Chapter 6
Absorbing the target

Harmonisation

Following the acquisition, a purchaser will often wish to change the terms and

conditions of employment of those engaged in the target. There is a consid-

erable difference here between the rules that would apply where the acquisition

is governed by TUPE, and the rules that apply in circumstances where a trans-

action is not governed by TUPE, for example on the acquisition of shares.

Where TUPE does not apply, it may be that the purchaser will be in a position

simply to recruit the employees formerly engaged by the transferor in the

business, and the purchaser will be free to do so on the open employment market.

Harmonisation of terms will not be a problem in such circumstances as the

purchaser may recruit on his own standard terms.

Where the purchaser has acquired the workforce by reason of the acquisition

of shares, then any changes in terms and conditions, for example in order to

bring the terms and conditions of the employees in the target in line with the

purchaser’s group as a whole, will be dealt with in accordance with the rules

that would have applied had there not been a change of ownership. The employer

must ensure that terms and conditions are either changed by agreement or

changed on notice, so as not to give rise to a wrongful dismissal claim. In order

to avoid the danger of an unfair dismissal claim, the employer must have sound

business reasons for wanting to change terms and conditions, must consult

with the employees and must seek to reach an agreement by consent. Only where

those efforts have been made would it be appropriate to introduce a change

(see Hollister v National Farmer’s Union [1979] ICR 542). The fact that there has

been a change of ownership may well be taken into account in the assessment

of whether or not there are sound business reasons behind the change.

Where TUPE applies, the employer’s options are more restricted. This is largely

a consequence of the decision in Wilson v St. Helen’s Borough Council (supra).

In that case, a number of teachers and carers who worked at a home run by

the County Council were made redundant when the local authority ceded control

of the home. The Borough Council immediately assumed control and some of
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the employees were offered the same positions on less favourable terms and

conditions. The employees did not formally accept the new terms but did not

object to them either. They worked under the new contracts before making any

objection to the variation of their terms and conditions. It was held that there

was a transfer under TUPE; any variation of terms between the new employer

and staff as a result of the transfer was overridden by TUPE and hence the

contract terms in force before the transfer were upheld. 

The law was codified and revised in the 2006 revision of TUPE. Employers are

not free to renegotiate terms and conditions with staff about to be transferred

in an attempt to make the target more attractive, nor are transferee employers

free to renegotiate the terms and conditions. Hence the purchaser, where TUPE

applies, may be unable to achieve a harmonisation of terms and conditions.

Any change to terms and conditions will be void if made as a consequence of

the transfer. Any change which is for a reason connected with the transfer will

be void if the reason is not an economic, technical or organisational reason.

In practical terms, therefore, the purchaser must anticipate that he will not be

free to vary terms and conditions. The longer the amount of time that lapses

between the transfer and the variation, the more difficult it is likely to be to

establish a connection. Harmonisation may be introduced as part of a broader

review of terms related to the group as a whole, not simply the target. The danger

is that not only will harmonisation be invalid, but if a dismissal occurs (which

could be a constructive dismissal) any termination of employment by reason

of the transfer will be automatically unfair unless the employer is able to estab-

lish the economic, technical or organisational reason defence.

The one exception to these principles is in the case of rescues of insolvent compa-

nies, where changes may be permitted provided that the employee representatives

consent. 

Practical steps

Clearly, the purchaser’s post-acquisition strategy will vary from target to target,

but one factor that is common is the assumption of responsibility for HR manage-

ment by the purchaser. It is essential that the purchaser anticipates this

management responsibility during the acquisition process and responds

quickly immediately following the acquisition.

• One aspect of HR management strategy for the target will be to make

the employees of the target feel ‘part of the family’ under the new
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ownership. Consideration should be given to employee communication,

including circulars and presentations, to social events and to team

building initiatives.

• The requirements of the target in the new order may well involve

redundancies and a refocusing of the target. It may be appropriate to

adapt a wide ranging programme including retraining, redeployment,

voluntary redundancy and early retirement.

• HR management is a continuing responsibility and it is likely that the

purchaser will inherit some situations that are already in mid-

sequence. For example, there may be disciplinary issues whereby an

employee is already the subject of a warning and his performance is

being monitored. It is important that the purchaser becomes involved

in those issues immediately, for there is no concept of a period of grace

in respect of such situations. Further, there could be a situation where,

for example, an employee is under considerable stress. If that

employee chose to leave and to bring an action for stress-related injury

at work, the fact that there was a transfer of the business shortly before

that employee left is unlikely to make any difference to the basis of

the claim. It is important that the employer is able to identify such

situations quickly and to deal with them. The most prudent course of

action is to arrange an HR audit which would highlight such issues

and allow them to be managed as a matter of priority. Ideally, this

process of identifying such priority cases would begin well in advance

of the transfer.

• The purchaser should be in a position in advance of the acquisition

to make an assessment of the HR policies and procedures which are

in place at the target and should be looking to fill any gaps and to

improve policies and procedures as part of the post-acquisition

review.

• If a target is being acquired by reason of the acquisition of shares, the

personnel information will be the property of the target and should

be immediately available to the purchaser. Where the acquisition

includes a TUPE transfer, it will be necessary for the purchaser to have

established a contractual right to the delivery of personnel files, for

TUPE does not make provision for their transfer. It is important these

are acquired as soon after completion as possible; indeed, ideally they

would be made available with effect from completion. The files would

then be available for use in a prompt HR audit. 
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• The purchaser should consider what restrictive covenants may be

appropriate in relation to the employees who have transferred under

TUPE and the adequacy of those already in place should be reviewed

in the context of the purchaser’s group.

Notifying employees of a change of employer

Part I of the Employment Rights Act 1996 sets out the rights of employees to a

written statement of certain employment particulars. One item which must be

contained in that statement is the name of the employer: see Employment Rights

Act 1996 section 1(3)(a).

Where the name of the employer changes, there is an obligation on the employer

to inform the employee in writing of the change. This is likely to happen where

there is a change in the identity of the employer consequent upon a transfer

to which TUPE applies. It could, however, also arise in circumstances where

there is a share transfer and where the name of the target company changes

as a consequence of the transfer. Section 4 of the Employment Rights Act 1996

requires that a statement containing particulars of the change must be given

at the earliest opportunity and in any event not later than one month after the

change in question. Provided that the legal identity of the employer does not

change, or that where the identity of the employer changes there is no break

in the continuity of employment, the statement may be limited to the name of

the employer and need not restate the other terms and conditions of employ-

ment that would be required in a full statement under Part I of the Employment

Rights Act 1996. Where there is a change in the identity of the employer but

continuity is preserved, the statement of change must specify the date on which

the employee’s period of continuous service began (see section 4(8) Employ-

ment Rights Act 1996).

Given that this obligation could be fulfilled in one line of text, it is frequently

satisfied by a note included with the pay slip or as part of an explanatory

welcoming circular to employees. A precedent and drafting notes are to be found

at page 101.
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Chapter 7
Precedents (including drafting notes)

Heads of Agreement

If Heads of Agreement are prepared in a transaction they are typically

couched in general terms and it is unlikely that the parties will intend them to

be legally binding, save in respect of issues such as confidentiality and lock-

outs. By outlining the structure of the transaction which is proposed, a basis

is established for subsequent negotiations and the preparation of definitive

documentation. Although legal obligations may not be created, parties may

find themselves subject to significant commercial pressure to follow the

course mapped out in the Heads. It is important that employment considera-

tions are given due consideration at this early stage, for the structure adopted

is likely to dictate the employment law implications of the transaction.

Heads are unlikely to deal with employment issues in any details, if at all. A typical

clause within Heads of Agreement relating to employment issues would be as

follows:

‘It shall be a working assumption that the Transfer of Undertakings (Protec-

tion of Employment) Regulations 2006 (‘TUPE’) apply to the sale of the Business.

The definitive agreements shall contain indemnities in the usual form

whereby all liabilities for the acts and omissions of the employer in respect

of the period to Completion shall be the responsibility of the Vendor. The

Purchaser shall assume responsibility for all employees of the Business

following Completion. Any redundancy costs shall be borne by the Purchaser.’

Information requests

It is appropriate for the purchaser to start from the assumption that, if he does

not ask, he will not receive. The onus is on the purchaser to make such enquiries

as he deems necessary in the course of taking a decision whether or not to make

a purchase and the terms on which he is prepared to buy. At an early stage,

therefore, it is usual for the purchaser to deliver an information request to the
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vendor in order to generate information concerning the target. Ordinarily, this

is a checklist sent from the purchaser’s solicitors to the vendor’s solicitors,

although the document itself will not normally have any legal effect.

A properly drafted sale/purchase agreement will exclude the possibility of the

purchaser suing in reliance on any information generated by the exercise, for

example by excluding the right to sue for misrepresentation, but the informa-

tion generated by the request is likely in due course to form the core of the

bundle of disclosure material and to drive the warranties and hence will take

on a legal significance.

A common failing is for the purchaser’s solicitors to adopt the ‘kitchen sink’

approach, delivering a standard form document drafted to cover a multitude

of situations, without adequate editing. The danger of this approach is that inade-

quate attention is given to the key areas of the target and that the vendor’s

solicitors are confronted with a list of questions that are to a large extent meaning-

less. Nothing is more likely to encourage the vendor’s solicitors to treat an

information request with contempt than questions concerning Petroleum

Revenue Tax asked in connection with the acquisition of a garden centre or

the raising of enquiries concerning the handling of radioactive materials in

connection with the acquisition of a bakery.

A far more effective way forward is to raise a request that is specifically tailored

to the acquisition in prospect. This is likely to involve starting with a standard

form but then deleting all those enquiries from the standard form that are

manifestly not relevant and concentrating on drafting additional enquiries that

relate to the specific concerns that arise in relation to the target. From an employ-

ment perspective, it is helpful if the purchaser’s HR department and the

employment specialist within the vendor’s solicitors can address these concerns

at the earliest stage. For example, a target may have had a particularly turbu-

lent industrial relations history. It would be important to understand the reasons

underlying these problems in order to predict whether it is likely that such problems

will recur in future. Hence it may be appropriate to draft detailed questions about

specific instances and to call for extensive disclosure of correspondence.

The precedent at page 71 relates to the employment aspects of the acquisition

of a business. The form of this request would be modified in relation to the acqui-

sition of shares, although not substantially. It forms part of a general information

request. If a dialogue has already been established between the HR departments

of the vendor and the purchaser and the employment lawyers advising the vendor

and the purchaser, it may be appropriate for a dedicated employment information

request to be prepared. If this course is taken, it is important that a careful record
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is made of all information disclosed, to ensure that in due course this informa-

tion is taken into consideration when disclosures are being marshalled against

the warranties in the sale/purchase agreement.

• The list is marked ‘confidential’. Maintaining the status of the

information as confidential is an important issue for the vendor: see

further page 21 above. It is important that, when receiving the

information disclosed under the request, the purchaser remains

mindful of his obligations of confidentiality. 

• The list is also marked ‘subject to contract’ – it is important that nothing

is said in a document of this nature that evidences a contract having

already been entered into. Marking the document in this express

manner makes clear that any such inference that may have been raised

is rebutted, that it is clear that the purchaser’s intention to acquire the

target has not yet become a legally binding obligation and that it is

not intended that it should become so until definitive documents are

agreed and signed.

• The starting point of the request must be a list of personnel engaged

in work for the target (question 1). Data protection laws will result

in information being anonymised at this initial stage. Framing this

request in relation to ‘personnel employed by or engaged in the

Business’ allows the purchaser to see those working in the business

of the target who are not employees. Special attention may need to

be given to these workers, as they are unlikely to transfer to the

employment of the purchaser by operation of law. The purchaser may

have to enter into specific arrangements with any such workers in order

to retain their services and it may be that the consent of a third party

would be necessary, such as another company in the vendor’s group

or an independent contractor. Question 5 is relevant in this context. 

• Details such as age, sex and length of service allow the purchaser to

see the profile of the target’s personnel. These details will also be

important in calculating the possible cost of declaring redundancies

as a consequence of restructuring post-acquisition. Details of pay and

notice periods are particularly relevant in this context, as are any policies

specifically relevant to severance (question 10). These may impose

procedural obligations on the purchaser, such as selection criteria, and

may make the cost of redundancy payments substantially greater than

the statutory entitlements that would otherwise be payable. 

• Questions concerning union membership can only be answered to the

extent that the vendor is actually aware of this information. With the
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increase in direct debit arrangements between unions and their

members and the consequent decline in check-off arrangements for

collecting subscriptions, it is increasingly difficult to gather information

to understand the profile of union membership within the target.

• Clearly, information is needed on the terms and conditions of

employment of the employees of the target: hence questions 2, 3 and

5. 

• A typical concern of the purchaser is to look ahead to how the target

is to be integrated within the purchaser’s group following the

acquisition. Hence structural questions are likely to be relevant: see

for example question 6. Bonus schemes, for example, will often have

to be redesigned to fit the circumstances of the employment following

the acquisition.

• Question 7 is designed to obtain disclosure of employees whose

existence would not be apparent from an inspection of the workplace.

On the acquisition of shares, such employment relationships would

persist unaffected. Moreover, in relation to the acquisition of a

business to which TUPE applies, the fact that the transferee or the

employee were unaware of the transfer is not material – see Secretary

of State for Industry v Cook (supra).

• Compliance is always an issue: hence questions such as 16 and 17.

This provides a starting point until a full HR audit of the target can be

conducted by the purchaser.

• Question 21 is important: these costs can be expensive.

It is important to note that the information request is, ordinarily, merely the

starting point. It will be appropriate to raise further requests consequent upon

the disclosures or in relation to other concerns that become apparent in the course

of the transaction.
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CONFIDENTIAL
SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

Proposed acquisition by (the Purchaser) of the 
Business and the undertaking of (the Vendor)

Information Request

In connection with the proposed acquisition referred to above, the following

information and copies of the following documents are requested. Please

supply this information and the copy documents to [the offices of the

Purchaser’s solicitors] as soon as possible.

This list is not exhaustive and the Purchaser retains the right to request

further information subsequently.

[Information requested under various headings – real estate; intellectual

property; etc.]

EMPLOYMENT

1. A list of all personnel employed by or engaged in the Business

with details of name, date of birth, sex, date of commencement

of continuous employment, pay (including next review date) and

other benefits, whether they are employed full-time or part-time

(in which case, details of the extent of the employee’s time

commitment), notice periods, holiday entitlement, membership

of pension scheme, normal retirement age, job title, location and

(where known) details of union membership.

2. Standard terms and conditions of employment. Details of

variations according to grade or job. Copy of staff handbook.

3. Details of all service agreements or terms of employment of

directors and senior executives. 

4. Details of any apprenticeship agreements, university/polytechnic

student sponsorship agreements and any other scheme whereby

any subsidy or allowance is paid to or in respect of any employee.

5. Details of any secondment agreements, consultancy agreements

or any other agreement where employees are supplied by/to the

Business.
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6. Details of salary structure and progression. Details of any bonus

or commission scheme. Details of any job evaluation/grading

scheme in operation. Details of any pay review commitments

and any pay negotiations currently in progress.

7. Details of employees on sick leave or maternity/paternity leave

or other long term leave. Details of any sickness/disability

schemes.

8. Details of all benefits provided to staff and to whom they are made

available eg cars, medical benefits, membership of clubs,

telephones.

9. Particulars of any recognised trade union; any applicable

national or local trade union agreements; any staff association;

the state of any current negotiations, details of grievance/

disciplinary procedures and details of any labour disputes in the

last three years. Details of any works council, staff council, elected

body of employee representatives or similar. Details of all

agreements entered into with any trade union or other body of

employee representatives.

10. Details of any redundancy policy/severance scheme/early

retirement programme.

11. Details of any current or threatened proceedings by former or

current employees with further details of expected claims, if

known. Brief details of any claims made by former or current

employees during the past three years.

12. Details of any strikes or industrial action over the past three years.

13. Details of health and safety and equal opportunities policies.

14. Details of any CRE/EOC/HSE investigations/enquiries/

recommendations over the past three years.

15. Details of each pension or life assurance scheme (approved or

unapproved) operated by the Business or in which it participates

(the ‘schemes’), including…
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16. Details of all “workers” within the Working Time Regulations

not already included in the replies above. Details of all employees/

workers who work more than 48 hours per week on average.

Details of all employees/workers who are “night workers” within

the Working Time Regulations. Copies of any individual,

collective and workforce agreements entered into pursuant to

the Working Time Regulations.

17. Details of all “workers” within the National Minimum Wage

Regulations not already included in the replies above. Copies

of any “fair estimate” agreements with employees/workers who

perform output work pursuant to Regulation 25(1) of the

National Minimum Wage Regulations. Copies of any “daily

average” agreements with employees/workers who perform

unmeasured work pursuant to Regulation 28(1) of the National

Minimum Wage Regulations.

18. Details of all individuals in the undertaking working on training,

work experience or similar schemes.

19. Details of all consultancy agreements or self-employed personnel.

20. Details of all employees who have notified the Vendor that they

are pregnant or who are currently absent on maternity leave.

21. Details of all employees on long term sick leave together with

confirmation of the nature of their illness.

22. Details of any share option scheme with confirmation of

whether benefits under the scheme are discretionary or

contractual and a copy of terms of the scheme.
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Share and business sale/purchase 
agreements – key clauses

The employment lawyer and the HR manager will be concerned with certain

aspects of these typically voluminous documents. The key areas are identified

below on the contents page of a typical share sale/purchase agreement and a

typical business sale/purchase agreement.

Share purchase agreement

Contents

1 Interpretation
2 Conditions
3 Sale and purchase of the shares
4 Consideration
5 Retention
6 Pre-completion matters
7 Completion
8 Warranties
9 Limitation on warranty and indemnity claims
10 Pensions
11 Confidentiality and announcements
12 Continuing obligations and assignment
13 Costs
14 Severability and suspension of restrictions
15 Entire agreement and variation
16 General provisions
17 Governing law and jurisdiction

Schedule I: The shares
Schedule II: The company and the subsidiaries
Schedule III: The properties
Schedule IV: The intellectual property rights
Schedule V: Warranties – general
Sechedule VI: Warranties – tax
Schedule VII: Pensions
Schedule VIII: Form of deed of covenant
Schedule IX: Form of tax deed of covenant
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Business purchase agreement

Contents

1 Interpretation
2 Conditions
3 Sale and purchase of the shares
4 Consideration
5 Conduct of the business prior to completion
6 Completion
7 Warranties
8 Limitation on warranty and indemnity claims
9 Apportionment
10 Contracts
11 Employees
12 Properties
13 Pensions
14 Collection of book debts
15 Protection of goodwill
16 Announcements
17 Further assurance
18 Interest
19 Continuing obligations and assignment
20 Costs
21 Severability and suspension of restrictions
22 Entire agreement and variation
23 General provisions
24 Guarantee and undertaking
25 VAT
26 Notices
27 Governing law an jurisdiction

The Schedules

Schedule I: The shares
Schedule II: The warranties
Schedule III: The properties
  Part A: Freehold properties
  Part B: Leasehold properties
  Part C: Terms applicable to
    the properties
Schedule IV: Pension provisions
Schedule V: Intellectual property rights
[Documents in the agreed terms]
 [  ]

Documents to be annexed to the disclosure letter
 [the accounts]
 [management accounts]
 [employee details]
 [leased equipment]
 [liabilities]
 [plant and equipment]
 [vehicles]
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The interpretation clause, ordinarily the first clause in the sale/purchase agree-

ment, is the first item with which the employment lawyer and the HR manager

need to be concerned. 

It is of limited significance in the context of a share purchase agreement, but

where a business is being acquired and TUPE applies, the clause is of consid-

erable significance in the context of the definition of ‘Employees’.

Under TUPE, those employees engaged in the business immediately prior to

completion will transfer to the purchaser. The purchaser will want some certainty

as to who he may expect to inherit. The definition is the cornerstone on which

warranties and indemnities will be phrased to protect the purchaser against

unforeseen liabilities. Hence the definition consists of two parts:

(a) The TUPE formula is repeated, in that ‘Employees’ are defined as ‘the

persons employed by the Vendor in the Business at the Completion

Date; and

(b) Those whose names are set out in a schedule or appendix.

The clause should be drafted in such a way that, for a person to fall within the

definition ‘Employees’, they must satisfy both of these two elements. Hence,

an Employee for the purposes of the sale and purchase agreement is not merely

an employee who would transfer under TUPE but an employee who would

transfer under TUPE and whose name has been put on the agreed list.

The purchaser may therefore look at the agreed list of transferring employees

in the knowledge that even if there are employees who transfer under TUPE,

if they are not on the agreed list then although they will transfer by operation

of law, the warranties and indemnities will protect him against liabilities that

transfer with those employees.

This agreed list is at the centre of the whole issue of who transfers. Ordinarily,

the issue of who transfers will never be raised before an employment tribunal.

In the majority of cases, those employees who are on the agreed list of trans-

ferring employees will simply continue in the business and will be remunerated

by the purchaser and no further thought will be given to the question. It is there-

fore the agreement between the vendor and the purchaser which is central to

the question of which employees transfer. Equally, negotiation of the list is the

key to which liabilities transfer.

In a share purchase, the purchaser will wish to ensure that he knows exactly

who is employed by the target and on what terms. Again, this will be done by

the disclosure of a list.
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The period between contract and completion must be the subject of specific

agreement. Where the signature of the sale/purchase contract and completion

of the transaction is not simultaneous, the purchaser will become under an obliga-

tion to buy the target but will not yet have assumed control, which will ordinarily

not happen until completion. For a number of reasons, the purchaser will there-

fore wish to reach agreement with the vendor as to the basis on which the target

will be run during this interim period, in particular so that the character of the

target and its value is preserved.

In order to achieve this, a clause may be inserted, one aspect of which will be

concerned with HR management during the interim period.

It is very much for the purchaser to decide what level of protection and involve-

ment he needs. The clause on the following page is drafted on the basis that

the target will continue to be managed in the ordinary course. It envisages no

action on the part of the vendor to terminate or vary any terms of employment

of any employee or to take on any new recruits without the prior written consent

of the purchaser.

Alternative solutions would be to lay down certain criteria in accordance with

which the vendor can manage the workforce without needing to consult the

purchaser or to set up some sort of shadow management by the purchaser.

Particular attention should be given to matters such as disciplinary procedures

and material changes to terms and conditions. It may be impractical, for example,

not to allow the vendor to continue to make HR decisions on a continuing basis.

If the purchaser is to take such a degree of control that TUPE will operate so

as to transfer the employees in the business earlier than completion (see page

33 on this point), the sale/purchase agreement should be adjusted to reflect this

– for example, warranties and indemnities should apply as from the date of

transfer of the employers, not from completion.

‘Employees’ means the persons who are wholly or mainly employed

by the Vendor in the Business at the Completion Date hereof whose

names and details are set out in Schedule [                     ].
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Warranties provide protection against the unforeseen and will usually be

provided in a detailed schedule. A clause (typically found somewhere in the

middle of the sale and purchase agreement) will cross refer to the warranties

and will explain their status, introducing qualifications and explaining the conse-

quences of a breach. 

Of particular concern are the clauses (clauses 5, 6 and 7 in the sample clause

overleaf) whereby the scope of the warranties is restricted in terms of the finan-

cial implications of a breach. Typically, warranties will be limited on a de minimis

Between the date hereof and Completion the Vendor will:

(a) Continue to carry on the Business in the ordinary and usual

course so as to maintain the same as a going concern for its

own benefit and at its own risk;

(b) Use all reasonable endeavours to protect the Goodwill for the

benefit of the Purchaser and consult with the Purchaser with

regard to the operation of the Business and cooperate with

the Purchaser so as to ensure a smooth and efficient handover

of the Business;

(c) Not to do or omit to do or cause or allow to be done or omitted

to be done any act or thing which would result (or be likely

to result) in a breach of any of the Warranties or which would

or could jeopardise the Business or the Assets;

(d) Not enter into any material or significant transaction within

the ordinary course of its business, nor into any contract or

commitment of an unusual nature, nor institute any material

change in its management policy;

(e) Maintain all subsisting policies of insurance relating to the

Business and the Assets and shall forthwith obtain an

endorsement of notice of the Purchaser’s interest on the policy,

the Vendor acknowledging that risk and property in the Assets

shall pass to the Purchaser on Completion; and

(f) Not, without the prior written consent of the Purchaser,

terminate or vary the remuneration or other terms of employment

of any Employee, or enter into any new contract of employment.
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basis, that is to say that unless an individual claim exceeds a certain threshold,

a claim cannot be brought (the first part of clause 5 overleaf). Equally, unless

the claims amount to a certain aggregate value, they may not be pursued against

the vendor (the second part of clause 5 overleaf). The particular point to watch

in the context of employment liabilities is that very often there may be a relatively

small claim in respect of one employee, but if those claims are repeated over

a large workforce, the aggregate value becomes considerable. Care should be

taken that significant employment claims do not fall foul of this obstacle.

The overall value of the warranties will frequently be capped – for example by

reference to the value of the consideration received by the vendor (see clause 6).

Indemnities are particularly attractive by reason of the fact that they speak directly

to liabilities and are not subject to the same qualifications.

A time limit will ordinarily be imposed in respect of warranty claims (see clause

7 below). Claims brought under a contract of employment may be pursued

subject to the ordinary limitation period for actions in contract which is six

years from the date on which the course of action arose. In fact, employment

liabilities are likely to be identified much earlier than that. Unfair dismissal claims

must be brought within three months and it is in the nature of employment

claims that they tend to become apparent in the short term.

Warranties

1 The Vendor hereby jointly and severally warrants to the

Purchaser (save as set out in the Disclosure Letter) in the terms

of the warranties set out in Schedule [        ] and undertakes

with the Purchaser that each of the Warranties shall be true

and accurate with effect from the Completion Date.

2 The Warranties shall be qualified by reference to those matters

fully and fairly disclosed in the Disclosure Letter and not

otherwise.

3 Each of the Warranties shall be construed as a separate and

independent warranty, representation and undertaking and

none  of the Warranties shall be limited by reference to any

other Warranty or by this Agreement.
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4 The rights and remedies of the Purchaser in respect of any

breach of warranty shall continue to subsist notwithstanding

Completion. 

5 No claim shall be made by the Purchaser for a breach of any

of the Warranties unless the amount of any such claim exceeds

[£ ] and unless the total amount of such claims when aggregated

exceeds [£ ] but if such amount is exceeded the Vendor’s liability

shall be for the total amount of the said aggregate of claims

and not merely the excess.

6 The liability of the Vendor in respect of the aggregate of all claims

made by the Purchaser for breach of the Warranties shall not

exceed the Consideration.

7 No claim may be brought by the Purchaser for breach of any

of the Warranties unless written notice thereof shall have been

given to the Vendor accompanied by reasonable details of the

claim including the anticipated amount of the claim on or prior

to the expiry of [             ] years as from the Completion Date.

8 Where any Warranty is qualified by an expression ‘so far as

the Vendor is aware’ or any other similar expression, such

expression shall be deemed to mean and include that the Vendor

shall have made all due and careful enquiries.

9 Knowledge of any employee of the Vendor shall be deemed for

the purposes of this Agreement to be knowledge of the Vendor.

10 The Vendor undertakes that, immediately upon becoming aware

of any actual impending or threatened occurrence of any event

after the date of this Agreement but before Completion which

can reasonably be expected to cause or constitute a breach of

any of the Warranties, it will forthwith give written notice to

the Purchaser.

11 The Vendor agrees with the Purchaser (for itself and as trustee

for the Employees) to assign to the Purchaser the rights,

remedies or claims which it has or may have in respect of any

misrepresentations in or omissions from any information or

advice supplied or given by the Employees and on which they

have relied in giving the Warranties, preparing the Disclosure

Letter and for entering into this Agreement and/or the

documents referred to herein.
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The warranties themselves will be set out in some detail and it is the respon-

sibility of the purchaser to ensure that warranties are taken in respect of each

area of concern. There is really no such thing as a precedent set of warranties

in that the warranties in each case must be tailored to the particular concerns

raised by the circumstances of the transaction and the target business. To some

extent, the warranties are likely to go hand in hand with the information request

(see above). There will ordinarily be a separate section devoted to employment

issues. The extract shows a typical set of warranties dealing with areas of central

concern such as: 

• Accurate details have been disclosed to the purchaser of all the

employees falling within the definition of ‘Employee’ including details

of terms and conditions and remuneration.

• A warranty to the effect that no one will transfer to the employment of

the purchaser other than those falling within the definition of Employee.

• A warranty that no promises have been made in respect of salary

increases.

• A warranty that none of the employees has given or received notice

to terminate their employment.

• A warranty that there are no outstanding liabilities in respect of the

employees.

• A warranty that there are no enhanced termination arrangements –

this would be particularly significant if, for example, there was in place

a contractual enhanced redundancy scheme resulting in enhanced

payments being made to employees on redundancy. If the purchaser

has it in mind to declare a number of redundancies, this could be

considerably more expensive than might otherwise be envisaged.

• That there are no long term agreements with employees, in particular

that there are no long term service contracts.

• Warranties concerning the position on union recognition and collective

agreements. 

• A warranty relating to equal opportunities measures in place and the

target’s track record on equal opportunities issues.

• A warranty relating to absent employees who may have a right to

return, such as employees on long term sickness absence or maternity

leave.

• A warranty as to potential litigation.

• A warranty relating to industrial action.
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• A warranty that the vendor is not in breach of contract in relation to

the employment contracts of the employees in the target.

• A warranty that full particulars of the terms and conditions of

employment have been disclosed.

• A warranty that there is no disciplinary action current. This would be

particularly useful in the context of putting the purchaser in a position

to act quickly on any priority HR management issues.

• An explanation of the status of all non-employee workers within the

target and the basis on which they are engaged.

• Confirmation that there are no loans outstanding to employees.

• Warranties that all information that ought to have been disclosed to

employee representatives and all consultation that ought to have been

carried out pursuant to Regulation 13 of TUPE has been undertaken.

It should be noted in this context that any award made against a vendor

for failure to inform and to consult under Regulation 13 of TUPE would

be a concern to the Purchaser by reason of the fact that the liability

may transfer. 

• A warranty relating to any insurance schemes.

• A ‘sweeper’ warranty relating to all contractual obligations between

employer and employee.

It will be noted that some warranties are designed to generate the disclosure

of information (for example 16) completely and accurately. Others are designed

so as to provide protection against the unseen (for example 13). The vendor can

comply with the first type of warranty by making full disclosure of the infor-

mation which is the subject of the warranty. As for the second type of warranty,

the vendor may qualify the warranty by listing exceptions in the disclosure letter.

For example, if warranty 13 could be given subject to the fact that there is one

employee on maternity leave, then that exception should be listed in the disclo-

sure letter, which qualifies the warranties.
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Warranties – Employees

1 The particulars shown in the Disclosure Letter provide the names

of each Employee and accurate details of their terms and

conditions of employment including, without limitation, all

remuneration and other benefits, whether contractual or otherwise,

payable now or at any time hereafter to each of the Employees

or any person connected with any Employee as well as particulars

of all profit sharing incentive and bonus arrangements to which

the Vendor is a party or which are applicable to any of the

Employees whether legally binding on the Vendor or not. There

is no contractual or other obligation (including any established

practice) to increase or otherwise vary any such remuneration or

benefits of any Employee. No person is employed or engaged in

the Business (whether under a contract of employment or a contract

for services) other than the Employees and those persons referred

to in the Disclosure Letter and the Vendor has not offered any

contract of employment or contract for services to any other

person. The Employees are all employed by the Vendor (and not

jointly with any other employer) and each Employee is employed

exclusively in the Business.

2 All the Employees work full-time in the Business.

3 None of the Employees have given or received notice terminating

his employment nor is there any liability outstanding to such

persons except for remuneration or other benefits accruing due

and all such remuneration or other benefit which has fallen due

for payment has been paid. So far as the Vendor is aware, no

Employee objects to the transfer of their employment to the

Purchaser for the purpose of Regulation 4(7) of the Regulations.

4 No Employee will be entitled as a result of or in connection with

this Agreement:

1 to terminate his employment with the Vendor;

2 to receive any payment, reward or benefit of any kind;

3 to receive any enhancement in or improvement to his

remuneration, benefits or terms and conditions of employ-

ment; or

4 to treat himself as being dismissed on the ground of

redundancy or otherwise released from any obligation to

the Vendor.
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5 The aggregate level of remuneration payable to Employees has

not increased by more than [3] per cent within the last 12 months.

6 It is not the common practice of the Vendor to increase

remuneration payable to any Employee on an annual basis and

there is no contractual or other obligation to increase or

otherwise vary the remuneration payable to any Employee.

The Vendor has not within the last [12] months:

1 increased or offered or agreed to increase the remuneration

of, or

2 altered or offered or sought to alter any of the terms and

conditions of employment of any Employee, nor are any

negotiations for any such increase or alterations expected

or likely to take place within the next 6 months.

7 There is no plan scheme commitment or established practice

relating to the termination of employment affecting any of the

Employees more generous than the statutory redundancy

entitlement or such sum as may properly be payable by way of

bona fide damages for breach of contract.

8 There are no subsisting agreements between the Vendor and

any Employee which are not terminable by the Vendor without

compensation (other than any compensation payable by statute)

on three months notice or less given at any time.

9 The Vendor has not recognised any trade union or other body

representing any of the Employees nor entered into any

agreement arrangement or negotiation with any trade union.

There are no collective agreements in force with any trade union

or similar organisation. There is no works council established

in respect of the Business.

10 There are no enquiries or investigations existing, pending or

threatened in relation to the Business by the Equal Opportunities

Commission, the Commission for Racial Equality, the Disability

Rights Commission or any similar authority, neither have

there been any such enquiries or investigations in the period

of three years ending on the Completion Date.
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11 There is no liability, outstanding or contingent or anticipated,

to any present or former Employee other than remuneration

accrued for the current wage or salary period or for

reimbursement of normal business expenses.

No present or former Employee or any applicant for any role

in the Business has any:

1 claim, outstanding or contingent or anticipated, against

or

2 right to be indemnified by the Vendor arising out of an act

or omission by the Vendor on or before the date of this

Agreement and [so far as the Vendor is aware] there are

[no] facts or circumstances that might give rise to the same.

12 None of the Employees has at the date of this Agreement any:

1 accrued rights to holiday pay or to pay in lieu of holidays

[which have not been provided for in full in the

Management Accounts];

2 loan or advance or has received any financial assistance

from the Vendor;

3 outstanding claim under any PHI or medical expenses

insurance scheme provided by the Vendor;

4 right, now or in the future:

(a) to return to work (whether for reasons connected with

maternity, paternity, adoption or parental leave or

absence by reason of illness or incapacity, secondment

or otherwise);

(b) to be reinstated or re-engaged by the Vendor; or

(c) to any other compensation.

13 None of the Employees or other persons previously working

in the Business who have or may have a statutory or contractual

right to return to work in the Business are on maternity leave,

absent on grounds of disability or other leave of absence.

14 The Vendor is not aware of any acts or omission, the result of

which is reasonably likely to result in litigation against the

Purchaser by any of the Employees. No industrial action is being

taken or is likely to be taken or has been threatened by any of
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the Employees or any trade union against the Vendor or any

Vendor Group company in relation to the Business, nor has any

such action been taken or threatened in the last three years, and

during the six months preceding the date of this Agreement

there has been no material adverse change in relations between

the Vendor and the Employees. There is no current dispute with

all or any of the Employees that is reasonably likely to result in

litigation or any form of collective action. There is no current

notice of industrial action pursuant to Section 234A of the Trade

Union and Labour Relations Act 1992.

15 The Vendor is not in breach of the contract of employment of

any of the Employees and has complied in all respects with all

obligations imposed on it by all statutes, regulations and codes

of conduct and practices relevant to the relations between it and

the Employees.

16 A full copy of the standard terms of employment of the

Employees (including, without limitation, any staff handbook)

and an up-to-date copy of the terms of employment of each

Employee employed on terms other than the standard terms

is attached to the Disclosure Letter.

17 None of the Employees is subject to any disciplinary action or

engaged in any grievance procedure and there is no matter or

fact which can be reasonably foreseen as likely to give rise to

the same.

18 The terms on which all consultants and other independent

contractors are engaged in the Business are described in or

attached to the Disclosure Letter together with an exhaustive

list of all such persons. HM Revenue and Customs have

confirmed in writing that it does not consider any such person

to be an employee of the Vendor or any Vendor Group company.

19 There are no loans outstanding from the Vendor or any Vendor

Group company to any of the Employees.

20 The Vendor has complied with all obligations to inform and

consult pursuant to Regulation 13.

21 None of the Employees are receiving or are due to receive

payments under any disability or permanent health or any
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similar insurance scheme and there are no claims pending or

threatened or any circumstances which may give rise to such a

claim by any of the Employees against the Vendor in respect of

any accident, injury, debility or ill-health. No employee is suffering

from or has suffered in the last 12 months from any medical or

other condition which impairs or might impair his or her ability

to continue to perform their duties and/or which requires or might

require any arrangement or adjustment within the workplace.

22 The Vendor has performed all material obligations and duties

required to be performed by it whether arising under contract,

statute, at common law or otherwise in respect of each of the

Employees. There are no amounts outstanding or promised to

any of the Employees and no liability has been incurred by the

Vendor which remains undischarged for breach of any contract

of service or for redundancy payments, statutory or otherwise,

(including protective awards) or for compensation or any

awards under any employment legislation or regulation or for

wrongful dismissal or unfair dismissal or otherwise and no

order has been made at any time for the reinstatement or re-

engagement of any of the Employees or any person formerly

employed or engaged in the Business.

23 No Employee has made a protected disclosure for the purposes

of the Employment Rights Act 1996 at any time during the last

12 months.

24 The Vendor has, in relation to each of the Employees:

1.35.1 complied and continues to comply [in all material

respects] with all obligations, awards, orders and

recommendations imposed on it or made by or under

statute, statutory instrument, European Union law,

common law, contract, any collective agreement, the

terms and conditions of employment, staff handbook,

company policy, any customs and practice and any codes

of conduct and practice;

1.35.2 complied and continues to comply with any recom-

mendations made by the Advisory Conciliation and

Arbitration Service, the Equal Opportunities Commis-

sion, the Commission for Racial Equality, the Disability
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Rights Commission, the Central Arbitration Committee

or any other bodies with similar functions or powers

in relation to employees, and with any arbitration

awards and declarations; and

1.35.3 maintained and continues to maintain adequate and

suitable personnel records (including records of working

time) which are up to date, complete and accurate.

25 All Employees have leave to enter and remain in the United

Kingdom and are entitled to work in the United Kingdom under

the Asylum and Immigration Act 1996.
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In a share sale/purchase agreement it is unlikely that there would be a clause

dealing specifically with employees. This is principally because the relationship

between employer and employee is unchanged by reason of the transfer of shares.

In an asset sale and purchase agreement, it is likely that there will be a specific

section of the agreement dealing with employees, such as that reproduced below.

The purpose of this section is to set out the assumptions of the parties as to

whether or not TUPE applies and to provide for a readjustment in circumstances

where that assumption is not borne out by a subsequent decision of an employ-

ment tribunal.

In the sample text, the first part of clause 1 records the assumption on which

the parties are entering into the transaction. It is assumed that TUPE will apply

and the clause commits both parties to acting on that basis.

Both parties need to consider what the position would be if TUPE was held

not to apply. For example, if the employees are crucial to the purchaser, the

purchaser may wish to oblige the vendor in such circumstances to make the

employees available on a consultancy basis if they do not transfer by opera-

tion of law. Equally, the vendor would be left with employees and the potential

for liabilities such as dismissal costs – the vendor would want to oblige the

purchaser to make offers of employment to the employees in such circumstances.

Clauses 4 and 5 are indemnities in relation to the matters set out in the sub-

sections of the clause. It is often very difficult to obtain assurance on an indemnity

basis within a sale and purchase agreement, but employment liabilities of this

nature are one area in which an indemnity is both appropriate and frequently

obtained.



A key component of the indemnity in favour of the purchaser is in clause 5.1,

providing that if anyone who is not in the agreed list of Employees brings a claim

against the purchaser alleging that he has transferred under TUPE and that obliga-

tions he had against the vendor have become obligations of the purchaser, those

liabilities must be reimbursed to the purchaser by the vendor.

The other key aspect of the indemnity in favour of the purchaser is in respect

of any act or omission of the vendor prior to completion. These liabilities will

transfer under TUPE and yet will have arisen during a period when the purchaser

will have had no responsibility for the running of the business.

The indemnity in favour of the vendor is necessary to ensure that the

purchaser accepts full responsibility for the period post-completion; also for

any acts and omissions of the purchaser prior to completion which give rise

to a liability for the vendor.

For sake of clarity, clauses 8 and 9 make it plain that the obligation of the vendor

is to pay all employment-related liabilities up to completion and that the purchaser

shall assume responsibility for such payments following completion. Equally,

clauses of this nature could come in a general section of the sale/purchase agree-

ment devoted to apportionments. The sums at issue in respect of a transaction

completed in the middle of a payroll month could be quite significant. Without

a clause of this nature, the purchaser would be liable for all arrears and the

vendor would not receive any credit for any pre-payments.
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Transfer of Employees

1 The Vendor and Purchaser intend and acknowledge that the

transfer of the Business to the Purchaser on Completion shall,

with respect to the Employees, constitute a Relevant Transfer,

and agree that as a consequence of that Relevant Transfer, the

contracts of employment made between the Vendor and the

Employees (save insofar as such contracts relate to benefits for

old age, invalidity or survivors under any occupational pension

scheme) will have effect from and after Completion as if

originally made between the Purchaser and the Employees. 

2 Notwithstanding the acknowledgement and agreement in

Clause 1 above, and in recognition of the possibility that the

transfer of the Business may be determined not to be a



Relevant Transfer by a court or tribunal, the Purchaser shall,

with effect from Completion, offer employment to each

Employee on like terms to the terms on which they would have

become employed by the Purchaser had there been a Relevant

Transfer, or, to the extent that it is not reasonably practicable

to do so in respect of any such term, on terms which are not

in such respect materially to the detriment of the Employee.

3 The Purchaser shall treat the period of continuous service of

each Employee with the Vendor up to Completion as continuous

with such Employee’s service with the Buyer.

Indemnities

4 The Vendor shall indemnify the Purchaser against all costs,

claims, liabilities and expenses (including legal expenses on an

indemnity basis) incurred in connection with or as a result of:

4.1 any claim or demand by any Employee (whether in tort,

contract, under statute, pursuant to European law or

otherwise including, without limitation, any claim for unfair

dismissal, wrongful dismissal, a redundancy payment,

breach of contract, unlawful deduction from wages,

discrimination on the grounds of sex, race, disability, age,

sexual orientation, religion or religious belief, a protective

award or a claim or demand of any other nature in each

case arising directly or indirectly from any act, fault or

omission (or any alleged act, fault or omission) of the Vendor

in respect of any Employee prior to Completion;

4.2 any claim or demand by any person (other than an

Employee) that their employment or any liability relating

thereto has or should have transferred to the Purchaser

by reason of their Agreement;

4.3 any failure by the Vendor to comply with its obligations

under regulation 13 of the Regulations; and

4.4 any claim (including any individual employee entitlement

under or consequent on such claim) by any trade union or

other body or person representing the Employees arising

from or connected with the failure by the Vendor to comply

with any legal obligation to such trade union, body or person.
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5 The Purchaser shall indemnify the Vendor against all costs,

claims, liabilities and expenses (including legal expenses on an

indemnity basis) incurred in connection with or as a result of:

5.1 any claim or demand by any Employee (whether in

contract, tort, under statute, pursuant to European law

or otherwise) including, without limitation, any claim for

unfair dismissal, wrongful dismissal, a redundancy

payment, breach of contract, unlawful deduction from

wages, discrimination on the grounds of sex, race,

disability, age, sexual orientation, religion or religious

belief, a protective award or a claim or demand of any other

nature in each case arising directly or indirectly from any

act, fault or omission (or any alleged act, fault or omission)

of the Purchaser in respect of any Employee and whether

arising before, on or after Completion;

5.2 any failure by the Purchaser to comply with its obligations

under Regulation 13 of the Regulations;

5.3 any claim (including any individual employee entitlement

under or consequent on such claim) by any trade union

or other body or person representing the Employees arising

from or connected with any failure by the Purchaser to

comply with any legal obligation to such trade union, body

or person whether any such claim arises before, on or after

Completion;

5.4 any change or proposed change in the terms and conditions

of employment or working conditions of the Employees

on or after their transfer to the Purchaser on Completion,

or to the terms and conditions of employment or working

conditions of any person who would have been an

Employee but for their resignation (or decision to treat their

employment as terminated under Regulation 4(9) of the

Regulations) on or before Completion as a result of any

such proposed changes;

5.5 the change of identity of employer occurring by virtue of

the Regulations and/or this Agreement being significant

and detrimental to any of the Employees, or to any person

who would have been an Employee but for their resignation
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(or decision to treat their employment as terminated

under Regulation 4(9) of the Regulations) on or before

Completion as a result of the change in employer;

6 If it is found or alleged that any of the Employees remains an

employee of the Vendor after Completion:

6.1 the Vendor shall notify the Purchaser of that finding or

allegation as soon as reasonably practicable after becoming

aware of it;

6.2 in consultation with the Vendor, the Purchaser shall

within [7] days of becoming aware of the finding or

allegation make that person a written offer of employment

to commence immediately on the same terms and

conditions as the Purchaser would be obliged to provide

to that person if his employment had transferred pursuant

to the Regulations and under which the Purchaser agrees

to recognise that person’s period of service with the Vendor; 

6.3 If the offer of employment made by the Purchaser is

accepted by that person, the Vendor agrees to permit that

person to leave the Vendor’s employment without having

worked his full notice period, if that person so requests;

6.4 Upon the offer being made as referred to in Clause 6.2 (or

at any time after the expiry of the [7] days if the offer is

not made as requested), the Purchaser may dismiss that

person with immediate effect; and 

6.5 the Purchaser shall indemnify the Vendor against all

costs, claims, liabilities and expenses (including legal

expenses on an indemnity basis) which the Vendor may

suffer or incur in respect of that dismissal.

7 Where the Vendor is entitled to an indemnity from the

Purchaser pursuant to this clause [1], the Vendor may in its

absolute discretion defend, settle or compromise any claim

referred to within the said indemnity and the Purchaser will on

demand indemnify the Vendor against all costs, claims, liabilities

and expenses (including legal expenses on an indemnity basis)

arising out of, or in connection with, the Vendor so doing.
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8 The Vendor shall be responsible for all emoluments and

outgoings in respect of the Employees (including without

limitation all wages, bonuses, commissions, PAYE, national

insurance contributions and pension contributions) which are

attributable to the period up to and including Completion.

9 The Purchaser shall be responsible for all emoluments and

outgoings in respect of the Employees (including without

limitation all wages, bonuses, commissions, PAYE, national

insurance contributions and pension contributions) which are

attributable to the period after Completion (including any

bonuses or commission which are payable before Completion

but which are attributable to the period after Completion), and

will indemnify the Vendor against all costs, claims, liabilities and

expenses (including reasonable legal expenses) in respect of the

same.

10 The Purchaser will assume the outstanding obligations of the

Vendor in respect of any accrued holiday entitlements and

accrued holiday remuneration of the Employees at Completion.
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Set out below is a clause for use where the transaction does not, in the view of

the parties, constitute a TUPE transfer or where it is not the intention of the

parties that the employees will transfer. This will be a relatively rare occurrence.

EITHER

1 The Vendor and the Purchaser believe that the sale of the

Business does not amount to the transfer of an undertaking for

the purposes of the Regulations and/or the Directive and no

person employed in the Business will be employed by the

Purchaser following the transfer of the Business.

OR

1 It is not the intention of the parties that any past or present

employees of the Vendor will be employed by the Purchaser

following the transfer of the Business.



2 If as a result of the sale of the Business and/or the application

of the Regulations and/or the Directive, any past or present

employee of the Vendor shall become, or otherwise be deemed

to be, or shall claim or is alleged to have become, an employee

of the Purchaser:

2.1 the Purchaser shall notify the Vendor of that fact or

allegation as soon as reasonably practicable after becoming

aware of it;

2.2 in consultation with the Purchaser, the Vendor shall within

[7] days of becoming aware of that fact or allegation make

that person a written offer of employment to commence

immediately on the same terms and conditions as that

person was employed immediately prior to the transfer

(actual or alleged), and under which the Vendor agrees to

recognise that person’s prior service with the Vendor;

2.3 upon the offer being made as referred to in Clause 2.2 (or

at any time after the expiry of the [7] days if the offer is

not made as requested), the Purchaser may dismiss that

person concerned with immediate effect;

2.4 the Vendor shall indemnify the Purchaser against all costs,

claims, liabilities and expenses (including legal expenses on

an indemnity basis) in connection with or as a result of:

(a) any claim or demand by that person (whether in

contract, tort, under statute, pursuant to European law

or otherwise) including, without limitation, any claim

for unfair dismissal, wrongful dismissal, a redundancy

payment, breach of contract, unlawful deduction

from wages, discrimination on the grounds of sex, race

or disability, sexual orientation, religion or religious

belief, a protective award or a claim or demand of any

other nature and whether arising before, on or after

Completion;

(b) any failure by the Vendor to comply with its obligations

under Regulations 13 and 14 of the Regulations, or

any award of compensation under Regulation 15 of

the Regulations;
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(c) any claim (including any individual employee

entitlement under or consequent on such a claim) by

any trade union or other body or person arising from

or connected with any failure by the Vendor to

comply with any legal obligation to such trade union,

body or person whether any such claim arises before,

on or after Completion.

3 Where the Purchaser is entitled to an indemnity from the Vendor

pursuant to this clause, the Purchaser may in its absolute

discretion defend, settle or compromise any claim referred to

within the said indemnity and the Vendor will on demand

indemnify the Purchaser against all costs, claims, liabilities and

expenses (including legal expenses on an indemnity basis) arising

out of, or in connection with the Purchaser so doing.
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Disclosure letters – key clauses

The disclosure letter is a document which is delivered by the vendor or the

vendor’s solicitors to the purchaser or the purchaser’s solicitors and qualifies

the warranties given in the sale and purchase agreement. In essence, it seeks

to put the purchaser on notice of certain information and to preclude the

purchaser from relying on such information in pursuing a warranty claim.

Typically, these disclosure letters are drafted in two sections. The first section,

which is capable of being the subject of a precedent such as that reproduced

below, deals with the ‘disclosure’ of certain general information, whereby it is

agreed that certain information is deemed to be within the knowledge of the

purchaser, for example information which is in the public domain, informa-

tion which may be found in certain sources such as the vendor’s annual report

and accounts or information held at the Land Registry.

A disclosure bundle will be made up from information which has been gener-

ated by the target and supplied to the purchaser and will form an appendix to

the disclosure letter. That information, which will form an agreed bundle, is

deemed to be within the knowledge of the purchaser and qualifies the

warranties in respect of any breach of warranty claim. A set of specific disclo-

sures will then disclose information by reference to specific warranties.



The way in which this works may be illustrated by turning back to the warranties

reproduced above on page 83. Warranty 7 is seeking to establish that there

are no enhanced severance schemes whereby employees may be entitled to a

larger payment than the statutory minimum. Let us assume that there are, in

fact, two enhanced schemes in place – a group severance policy which applies

to all employees, providing a redundancy payment greater than the statutory

minimum; and a letter of assurance has also been given to a senior executive

that in the event of the target being sold within a certain time scale, he will

receive an enhanced redundancy payment.

The vendor should disclose those two schemes against the warranty. Once

disclosed, by a specific disclosure cross-referring to the warranty, the purchaser

has knowledge of those schemes. The appropriate course of action for the

purchaser in these circumstances is to seek an adjustment in the purchase price.

For example, the purchaser may have assumed a certain level of redundancy

costs in his projections relating to the acquisition. If those costs are now thrown

out by the existence of the enhanced redundancy scheme, he should seek a reduc-

tion in the purchase price to take into account the increased costs that he will

have to bear.

If, by oversight or lack of communication between the vendor and its advisers,

a scheme is not disclosed, for example the agreement with the senior execu-

tive has not come to the attention of the vendor’s lawyers and is not included

in the disclosure letter, and it only comes to the notice of the purchaser following

the acquisition, then the purchaser will be entitled to rely on the warranty and

will have a claim against the vendor for any additional liability arising by reason

of the enhanced scheme agreed with the senior executive.
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Draft Disclosure Letter

[Letterhead of Vendor’s Solicitors] 

TO:  [insert details of solicitors acting for the purchaser]

DATED:  [ ]

Dear Sirs

RE: [               ] LIMITED (THE ‘COMPANY’)

This letter together with all the documents attached to or referred to in it

(the ‘Disclosure Bundle’) is the Disclosure Letter referred to in Clause [

] and defined in Clause [                     ] of an agreement of even date herewith

entered into between [                     ], [                     ] and [                     ] relating

to the sale and purchase of the whole of the issued share capital in the

Company (the ‘Agreement’).

The definitions in the Agreement shall (unless the context otherwise requires)

apply to this Disclosure Letter. 

If there are any inconsistencies between the provisions and contents of

this Disclosure Letter and the Agreement, this Disclosure Letter and the

Schedules hereto shall prevail and shall be deemed to be the relevant disclo-

sure. 

The provisions and contents of the documents attached to this Disclosure

Letter shall, in the event of any inconsistency, prevail over the summaries

of those documents contained in this Disclosure Letter.

The Purchaser’s solicitors have been notified of the existence of the

documents listed or referred to in the Schedule hereto and the contents

of all such documents shall be deemed to have been disclosed to the

Purchaser prior to the date of the Agreement whether or not such documents

(or copies thereof) have been delivered to the Purchaser or its solicitors.

Accordingly, the Vendor shall not be and shall not be deemed to be in breach

of any of the representations, warranties and undertakings set out in the

Agreement insofar as such representation, warranty or undertaking

touches or concerns any matter or document or any other information

contained or referred to in this Disclosure Letter or the Schedule hereto.
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Where a document is referred to herein as being disclosed but is not attached,

all information contained in that document is deemed to be herein

disclosed. Where brief particulars only of the matter are set out or referred

to in this Disclosure Letter it is assumed that the Purchaser does not require

further details of such matters.

This Disclosure Letter has been prepared by this firm from information

made available to it by or on behalf of the Vendor. In no event is any liability

to any person accepted by this firm for the accuracy or otherwise of the

information contained herein.

The disclosures herein and in the Schedule hereto are made on the basis

that each matter disclosed in relation to a particular warranty is effective

generally in relation to each and every warranty as may be appropriate,

and each such disclosure is given without prejudice to the generality and

effectiveness of any other disclosure. Without prejudice to the foregoing,

for the sake of convenience only certain disclosures under the heading

‘Specific Disclosures’ are recorded against particular warranties.

The representations, warranties and undertakings in the Agreement shall

not apply to any matter, fact or event which is attributable to or appeared

in the period preceding the date on which the Vendor acquired the Company.

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

This Disclosure Letter shall be deemed to include and there are hereby

incorporated into it by reference as having been generally disclosed the

following matters:

1. The contents of and all the information contained in or

ascertainable from the documents attached to this Disclosure

Letter or referred to in the Schedule.

2. Any information contained or referred to on the files maintained

by the Registrar of Companies in England and Wales on the

business day immediately preceding the date hereof in respect

of the Company.

3. Any matter or information referred to or contained in any

statutory books and registers of the Company which has been

produced for inspection by or on behalf of the Purchaser prior
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to the date hereof, including without limitation, the Memorandum

and Articles of Association of the Company.

4. Any matter or transaction to the extent that the same is

disclosed in the Agreement.

5. The Accounts of the Company together with the reports and

statements attached thereto and all the notes attached to any

of the Accounts.

6. All matters contained in all correspondence up to and including

the date hereof passing from the Company, the Vendor, their

solicitors or accountants, actuaries, surveyors and other advisers

and agents to the Purchaser or its solicitors, accountants,

actuaries, surveyors and other advisers and agents together with

all enclosures attached to or enclosed therewith and all matters

referred to in such enclosures.

7. All information in the public domain.

[Various addition general disclosures not relating to employment issues.]

SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES

Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing we disclose the matters

set out below which, for ease of reference only, appear against the

paragraph numbers in Schedule [                     ] of the Agreement to which

they most obviously relate but each paragraph below shall be deemed

to have been disclosed in relation to every representation, warranty and

undertaking in the Agreement:

[Insert Specific Disclosures: eg:

7 The Vendor’s group severance policy applies to all employees

of the Company. A copy of this policy is attached to this letter.

9 The Company has entered into a recognition agreement with

the TGWU in relation to hourly paid workers at the [                     ]

factory. A copy of that agreement is attached to this letter. 

17 A Mr AB Smith is under a final written warning following

persistent absenteeism.]

Please acknowledge receipt of this letter by signing the acknowledge-

ment on the enclosed duplicate and returning it to us; such signature and
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return will constitute your confirmation that the disclosures in this letter

are accepted for the purposes of the Agreement on the basis stated in

this Disclosure Letter.

Yours faithfully

[Vendor’s solicitors]

We acknowledge receipt of the Disclosure Letter of which this is a copy

and of each of the documents referred in the Schedule thereto. We confirm

on behalf of our client that the Disclosure Letter and all things contained

therein are disclosed in accordance with the terms of the Disclosure Letter.

........................................

Dated [                     ]    day of [                     ]    199[                     ] 
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Letters to employee representatives

The obligations on a vendor to disclose information to employee representa-

tives pursuant to Regulation 13 of TUPE is explained above at page 52. Overleaf

is a sample letter setting out such information. In fact, the letter does little more

than set out the bare information required to be disclosed under Regulation

13(2) of TUPE, following the text of Regulation 13(2) itself.

In the context of an information and disclosure exercise, it may well be that

substantially more information will be disclosed. However, a letter of this nature

is often the appropriate formal step to comply with the core obligation and to

set the information and consultation exercise in motion.



Dear Sirs

Proposed disposal of the [                     ] division of 
[                     ] Limited to [                     ] Limited

The purpose of this letter is to advise you that we propose to sell our [

] division to [                     ] Limited. In advance of this proposed sale, this

letter contains information which we are obliged to deliver to you under

Regulation 13(2) of the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employ-

ment) Regulations 2006 (‘TUPE’).

(a) We are intending that the sale will be completed on or about 

[                    ];

(b) The reason for the transfer is the fact that the Company is seeking

to channel its resources into its core businesses. The  [                     ]

division is not seen as part of the Company’s core businesses

and requires funds that are not available to it within the Company

in order to invest and expand its product range;

(c) The legal implications of the transfer are that it is anticipated

that TUPE will apply to transfer the employment of the

division’s employees (on the basis of current terms and

conditions and with a preservation of statutory continuity) to

[                     ] Limited;

(d) It is not envisaged that there will be any economic or social

implications of the transfer for employees save that membership

of the Company’s pension scheme will cease with effect from

the transfer;

(e) We are informed that [                     ] does not intend to take any

measures in connection with the transfer in relation to any of

the affected employees. 

As neither we nor [                     ] envisage that any measures will be taken

in relation to the transfer, no consultation is required under TUPE. If that

position changes we shall let you know with a view to entering into consul-

tations in relation to the same.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any queries.

Yours faithfully
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Where redundancies are proposed, obligations may be triggered under section

188 of the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (see page

57 above). There are obligations to give a certain amount of notice for consul-

tation purposes and to disclose certain information in relation to the proposals.

The letter set out below is a suggested formal letter in response to the statutory

requirements of section 188. In practice, it is likely that much more extensive

disclosure will be made as discussions get under way.
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Dear Sirs

Proposed redundancies within the  [              ] 
division of [            ] Limited.

Following the acquisition of the  [                     ] division from  [                     ]

Limited it has become clear to us that, to ensure the continuing viability

of this business, certain cost-savings will need to be implemented. One

aspect of this will be to address over-manning within the division.

It is proposed that a number of redundancies will be declared. It is proposed

that out of the 100 works staff, 20 individuals will be made redundant.

Of these, 10 will be skilled labour and 10 will be unskilled labour. Out of

the 150 staff employees, it is proposed to make redundant 15 employees

of whom 10 are secretarial/clerical and five managerial.

The proposed method of selection of employees is in accordance with

the collective agreement between [union] and  [                     ] Limited

dated  [                     ], that is to say an evaluation of each employee scored

by reference to the following factors:

(1) Consideration of the balance of skills within the workforce and

the future needs of the division;

(2) Performance, ability and time-keeping;

(3) Length of service.

It is proposed that after a period of consultation between us of 30 days

from the date of this letter, the first dismissal will take effect. It is proposed

that selected employees will work for two weeks of their notice period

(which will run from the expiry of our 30-day consultation period) and

will then leave with the balance of any notice monies due to them being

discharged with a payment in lieu of notice.



I am enclosing a copy of Form HR1 sent to the Secretary of State under

section 193 of the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act

1992. I am also informing you that today I am posting a notice regarding

the above proposals on works notice boards.

I look forward to hearing from you with any representations you may

wish to make upon the above proposals in order that consultation can

now begin.

Yours faithfully
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Section 4 Employment Rights Act 1996 Notices

Where TUPE applies to the transfer of a business, contracts of employment will

transfer by operation of law as described above. As a matter of contract law,

therefore, there is no need to issue any further documentation or to reach any

supplemental agreement. There may, however, be a need to issue further documen-

tation for two reasons:

• As a matter of good HR management practice, to record the details

of the employment contract post-acquisition.

• To comply with Part I of the Employment Rights Act 1996.

Although the contract of employment transfers automatically by reason of TUPE,

there will doubtless be changes. The identity of the employer will have changed;

occupational pension scheme rights will not have transferred and new pension

arrangements may be in place; there may be certain other rights specifically

related to the vendor such as share option rights which have not transferred.

Equally it may be that the purchaser will wish to offer certain other benefits.

As a matter of good HR management practice it is advisable to ensure that the

contractual rights and obligations of the transferred employees are clear.

Moreover, the purchaser should ensure that the obligations arising under Section

1 of the Employment Rights Act 1996 have been complied with – namely the

obligation to give an employee a written statement of certain basic terms and

conditions of employment. Even if that obligation has been complied with, there

will have been changes, if only a change in the identity of the employer. Under



Section 4 of the Employment Rights Act 1996, there is an obligation on employers

to advise employees in writing of any changes to any of the items required to

be included in the written statement. The notification must be made at the earliest

opportunity and in any event within one month of the change. 

There is no particular prescribed form for the statement and it may be that the

changes could be included in another document, such as a letter of welcome.

If the intention is to issue a supplemental statement merely to comply with the

basic legal obligation under Section 4, the following could be used. Typically

such a statement may be issued by including it with the next pay slip.

Where there has been a transfer of shares, the employment contract will not

ordinarily have been affected, but it may be that there have been changes, for

example because the employees are unable to continue to participate in the

vendor’s group pension scheme. Any such changes should be recorded in writing

as a matter of good HR management practice and a written statement under

Section 4 of the Employment Rights Act 1996 may also be required.
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Statement of changes to the written statement of terms and
conditions of employment

(Issued pursuant to Section 4, Employment Rights Act 1996)

[Date]

With effect from [date of transfer] your employer became [name] of

[address].

Your period of continuous employment began on [                     ].

[All other terms and conditions of employment remain unaffected.] [Refer

to any other changes.]



The commercial exploitation of intellectual
property rights by licensing

CHARLES DESFORGES £125.00

1 85418 285 4 • 2001

Expert advice and techniques for the identification
and successful exploitation of key opportunities.

This report will show you:

• how to identify and secure profitable opportunities

• strategies and techniques for negotiating the best
agreement

• the techniques of successfully managing a license
operation.

Damages and other remedies for breach
of commercial contracts

ROBERT RIBEIRO £125.00

1 85418 226 X • 2002

This valuable new report sets out a systematic approach
for assessing the remedies available for various types of
breach of contract, what the remedies mean in terms of
compensation and how the compensation is calculated.

Commercial contracts – drafting
techniques and precedents

ROBERT RIBEIRO £125.00

1 85418 210 2 • 2002

The Report will:

• Improve your commercial awareness and planning
skills

• Enhance your legal foresight and vision

• Help you appreciate the relevance of rules and
guidelines set out by the courts

• Ensure you achieve your or your client’s commercial
objectives

The Competition Act 1998: practical
advice and guidance 

SUSAN SINGLETON £149.00

1 85418 205 6 • 2001

Failure to operate within UK and EU competition rules
can lead to heavy fines of up to 10 per cent of a business’s
total UK turnover.

Insights into successfully managing the
in-house legal function

BARRY O’MEARA £65.00

1 85418 174 2 • 2000

Negotiating the fault line between private practice and
in-house employment can be tricky, as the scope for
conflicts of interest is greatly increased. Insights into
successfully managing the In-house legal function discusses
and suggests ways of dealing with these and other issues.
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The legal protection of databases

SIMON CHALTON £145.00

1 85418 245 5 • 2001

Inventions can be patented, knowledge can be
protected, but what of information itself?

This valuable report examines the current EU [and so
EEA] law on the legal protection of databases, including
the sui generis right established when the European
Union adopted its Directive 96/9/EC in 1996.

Litigation costs

MICHAEL BACON £95.00

1 85418 241 2 • 2001

The rules and regulations are complex – but can be
turned to advantage.

The astute practitioner will understand the importance
and relevance of costs to the litigation process and will
wish to learn how to turn the large number of rules to
maximum advantage.

International commercial agreements

REBECCA ATTREE £175

1 85418 286 2 • 2002

A major new report on recent changes to the law and
their commercial implications and possibilities.

The report explains the principles and techniques of
successful international negotiation and provides a
valuable insight into the commercial points to be consid-
ered as a result of the laws relating to: pre-contract,
private international law, resolving disputes (including
alternative methods, such as mediation), competition law,
drafting common clauses and contracting electronically.

It also examines in more detail certain specific interna-
tional commercial agreements, namely agency and
distribution and licensing.

Email – legal issues

SUSAN SINGLETON £95.00

1 85418 215 3 • 2001

What are the chances of either you or your employees
breaking the law?

The report explains clearly:

• How to establish a sensible policy and whether or
not you are entitled to insist on it as binding

• The degree to which you may lawfully monitor your
employees’ e-mail and Internet use

• The implications of the Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Act 2000 and the Electronic Communications
Act 2000

• How the Data Protection Act 1998 affects the degree
to which you can monitor your staff

• What you need to watch for in the Human Rights Act
1998

• TUC guidelines

• Example of an e-mail and Internet policy document.
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Discrimination law and employment issues

DAVID MARTIN £55

1 85418 339 7 • 2006

The new Age Discrimination Act is billed by lawyers as
the most significant change in employment law since the
1970’s. How prepared are you to deal with its implications?
In addition to sex and race discrimination laws, in the last
two years employers have also had to cope with sexual
orientation discrimination and religious discrimination.
David Martin, an expert on employment law and practice,
analyzes the practical aspects of dealing with each of the
anti-discrimination laws. He demonstrates how to ensure
that paperwork and systems comply totally with the law
and he provides a range of helpful case studies to illustrate
the key issues and bring them to life. 

Employee sickness and fitness for work –
successfully dealing with the legal system

GILLIAN HOWARD £95

1 85418 281 1 • 2002

Many executives see Employment Law as an obstacle
course or, even worse, an opponent – but it can contribute
positively to keeping employees fit and productive.

This specially commissioned report will show you how to
get the best out of your employees, from recruitment to retire-
ment, while protecting yourself and your firm to the full.

Data protection law for employers

SUSAN SINGLETON £125

1 85418 283 8 • May 2003

The new four-part Code of Practice under the Data
Protection Act 1998 on employment and data protection
makes places a further burden of responsibility on
employers and their advisers. The Data protection Act also
applies to manual data, not just computer data, and a new
tough enforcement policy was announced in October 2002.

Successful graduate recruitment

JEAN BRADING £69

1 85418 270 6 • 2001

Practical advice on how to attract and keep the best.

Successfully defending employment
tribunal cases

DENNIS HUNT £95

1 85418 267 6 • 2003 

Fully up to date with all the Employment Act 2002 changes.

165,000 claims were made last year and the numbers
are rising. What will you do when one comes your way?

How to turn your HR strategy into reality

TONY GRUNDY £129

1 85418 183 1 • 1999

A practical guide to developing and implementing an effec-
tive HR strategy.

Internal communications

JAMES FARRANT £125

1 85418 149 1 • July 2003

How to improve your organisation’s internal commu-
nications – and performance as a result.

There is growing evidence that the organisations that ‘get
it right’ reap dividends in corporate energy and enhanced
performance. 

Mergers and acquisitions – confronting
the organisation and people issues

MARK THOMAS £95

1 85418 008 8 • 1997

Why do so many mergers and acquisitions end in tears
and reduced shareholder value?

This report will help you to understand the key practical and
legal issues, achieve consensus and involvement at all levels,
understand and implement TUPE regulations and identify
the documentation that needs to be drafted or reviewed.

New ways of working

STEPHEN JUPP £99

1 85418 169 6 • 2000

New ways of working examines the nature of the work done
in an organisation and seeks to optimise the working practices
and the whole context in which the work takes place.



Knowledge management

SUE BRELADE, CHRISTOPHER HARMAN £95

1 85418 230 7 • 2001

Managing knowledge in companies is nothing new.
However, the development of a separate discipline called
‘knowledge management’ is new – the introduction of recog-
nised techniques and approaches for effectively managing
the knowledge resources of an organisation. This report
will provide you with these techniques.

Reviewing and changing contracts 
of employment

ANNELISE PHILLIPS, TOM PLAYER 
and PAULA ROME £125

1 85418 296 X • 2003 

The Employment Act 2002 has raised the stakes. Imper-
fect understanding of the law and poor drafting will now
be very costly.

This new report will:

• Ensure that you have a total grip on what should be
in a contract and what should not

• Explain step by step how to achieve changes in the
contract of employment without causing problems

• Enable you to protect clients’ sensitive business
information

• Enhance your understanding of potential conflict
areas and your ability to manage disputes effectively.

Applying the Employment Act 2002 –
crucial developments for employers 
and employees

AUDREY WILLIAMS £125

1 85418 253 6 • May 2003

The Act represents a major shift in the commercial
environment, with far-reaching changes for employers and
employees. The majority of the new rights under the family
friendly section take effect from April 2003 with most of
the other provisions later in the year.

The consequences of getting it wrong, for both employer
and employee, will be considerable – financial and
otherwise. The Act affects nearly every aspect of the work
place, including:

• flexible working

• family rights (adoption, paternity and improved
maternity leave)

• changes to internal disciplinary and grievance
procedures

• significant changes to unfair dismissal legislation

• new rights for those employed on fixed-term contracts

• the introduction of new rights for learning represen-
tatives from an employer’s trade union

This specially commissioned new report examines each of
the key developments where the Act changes existing provi-
sions or introduces new rights. Each chapter deals with
a discreet area.

Email – legal issues

SUSAN SINGLETON £95

1 85418 215 3 • 2001

360,000 email messages are sent in the UK every
second (The Guardian). What are the chances of
either you or your employees breaking the law?

The report explains clearly:

• How to establish a sensible policy and whether or not
you are entitled to insist on it as binding

• The degree to which you may lawfully monitor your
employees’ e-mail and Internet use

• The implications of the Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Act 2000 and the Electronic Communications
Act 2000

• How the Data Protection Act 1998 affects the degree
to which you can monitor your staff

• What you need to watch for in the Human Rights Act
1998

• TUC guidelines

• Example of an e-mail and Internet policy document.

For full details of any title, and to view sample
extracts please visit: www.thorogoodpublishing.co.uk

You can place an order in four ways:

1 Email: orders@thorogoodpublishing.co.uk
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Implementing an integrated marketing
communications strategy

NORMAN HART £99

1 85418 120 3 • 1999

Just what is meant by marketing communications, or
‘marcom’? How does it fit in with other corporate functions,
and in particular how does it relate to business and
marketing objectives?

Strategic customer planning

ALAN MELKMAN AND 
PROFESSOR KEN SIMMONDS £95

1 85418 255 2 • 2001

This is very much a ‘how to’ Report. After reading those
parts that are relevant to your business, you will be able
to compile a plan that will work within your particular
organisation for you, a powerful customer plan that you
can implement immediately. Charts, checklists and diag-
rams throughout.

Selling skills for professionals 

KIM TASSO £65

1 85418 179 3 • 2000

Many professionals still feel awkward about really selling
their professional services. They are not usually trained in
selling. This is a much-needed report which addresses the
unique concerns of professionals who wish to sell their
services successfully and to feel comfortable doing so.

‘Comprehensive, well written and very readable… this
is a super book, go and buy it as it is well worth the
money’ Professional Marketing International 

Corporate community investment

CHRIS GENASI £75

1 85418 192 0 • 1999

Supporting good causes is big business – and good
business. Corporate community investment (CCI) is the
general term for companies’ support of good causes, and
is a very fast growing area of PR and marketing. 

Tendering and negotiating for 
MoD contracts

TIM BOYCE £125

1 85418 276 5 • 2002

This specially commissioned report aims to draw out the
main principles, processes and procedures involved in
tendering and negotiating MoD contracts.

Defending your reputation

SIMON TAYLOR £95

1 85418 251 • 2001

‘Buildings can be rebuilt, IT systems replaced. People
can be recruited, but a reputation lost can never be
regained…’

‘The media will publish a story – you may as well ensure
it is your story’ Simon Taylor

‘News is whatever someone, somewhere, does not
want published’ William Randoplh Hearst

When a major crisis does suddenly break, how ready will
you be to defend your reputation?

Insights into understanding the financial
media – an insider’s view

SIMON SCOTT £99

1 85418 083 5 • 1998

This practical briefing will help you understand the way
the financial print and broadcast media works in the UK. 

European lobbying guide

BRYAN CASSIDY £129

1 85418 144 0 • 2000

Understand how the EU works and how to get your
message across effectively to the right people.

SALES, MARKETING AND PR



FINANCE 

Lobbying and the media: working with
politicians and journalists

MICHAEL BURRELL £95

1 85418 240 4 • 2001

Lobbying is an art form rather than a science, so there is
inevitably an element of judgement in what line to take.
This expert report explains the knowledge and techniques
required.

Strategic planning in public relations

KIERAN KNIGHTS £69

1 85418 225 0 • 2001

Tips and techniques to aid you in a new approach to
campaign planning.

Strategic planning is a fresh approach to PR. An approach
that is fact-based and scientific, clearly presenting the
arguments for a campaign proposal backed with evidence.

Managing corporate reputation 
– the new currency

SUSAN CROFT and JOHN DALTON £125

1 85418 272 2 • June 2003 

ENRON, WORLDCOM… who next? 

At a time when trust in corporations has plumbed new
depths, knowing how to manage corporate reputation
professionally and effectively has never been more crucial.

Surviving a corporate crisis 
– 100 things you need to know

PAUL BATCHELOR £125

1 85418 208 0 • April 2003 

Seven out of ten organisations that experience a
corporate crisis go out of business within 18 months. 

This very timely report not only covers remedial action
after the event but offers expert advice on preparing every
department and every key player of the organisation so
that, should a crisis occur, damage of every kind is limited
as far as possible.

Tax aspects of buying and selling
companies

MARTYN INGLES £99

1 85418 189 0 • 2001

This report takes you through the buying and selling
process from the tax angle. It uses straightforward case
studies to highlight the issues and more important strate-
gies that are likely to have a significant impact on the
taxation position.

Tax planning opportunities for family
businesses in the new regime

CHRISTOPHER JONES £49

1 85418 154 8 • 2000

Following recent legislative and case law changes, the
whole area of tax planning for family businesses requires
very careful and thorough attention in order to avoid the
many pitfalls.

Practical techniques for effective project
investment appraisal

RALPH TIFFIN £99

1 85418 099 1 • 1999

How to ensure you have a reliable system in place.

Spending money on projects automatically necessitates an
effective appraisal system – a way of deciding whether the
correct decisions on investment have been made.
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Strategy implementation through project
management

TONY GRUNDY £95

1 85418 250 1 • 2001

The gap

Far too few managers know how to apply project
management techniques to their strategic planning. The
result is often strategy that is poorly thought out and
executed.

The answer

Strategic project management is a new and powerful
process designed to manage complex projects by
combining traditional business analysis with project
management techniques.
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